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HEADWAY
Thousands showed up in

Carlotta last weekend for the
Headwaters protest, of whom
897 were arrested. Still, the
fate of the world’s largest
privately owned stand of old-

growth redwoods hangs in the
balance, and the conflict
between revenue and
environmental protection
continues.
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Ethnic studies external review

sparks campus diversity debate
Sept. 10 meeting.
In response to Wagner's state-

el
U

ment, Vice President for Student

The ethnic studies department

is undergoing an external review
in order to decide what should be
done to improve it, which may ing entire departclude revampinthe
ment.

Students hopingto improve and
expand ethnic studies and the diversity on campus met with Daryl
Smith of the Claremont Colleges

Affairs Edward “Buzz” Webb acknowledged HSU is far from
achieving its goals of diversity,
which he said includes having a
more diverse faculty and a student
body as diverse as the state population.

iy

an

|

victims

tion at HSU.
There has also been speculation

he said in a telephone interview.

Webb, who didn’t take part in
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by both the families
and

university.
This includes
a memorial fun in each of the

program may
that the ethnicstudies
or phased
be eliminated altogether
into a “multicultural studies” de-

“We've got a lot of work to do,”

Be a

partment. Last semester, the Student Coalition for Diversity held a

to let
meting in order
“town hall”
contheir
hear
the administration
cerns.
Students at last week's meeting
said one of the most important

things ethnic studies needs is to

professors.
Sept. 9 and 10 to express their the review, also said other depart- hire more “Iminority
wouldlike
to seeacomopinions. Smith was hired to Fr nea eee
mitment from Academic Afee]
a

‘write the external review,

which is expected to carry
jor weight in determining
the future of ethnic studies.

“Often campuses have five

year reviews of programs so I

fairs and the College of Behavioral and Social Sciences to allocate money for

“Every department here should
have some kind of mix, and that
is not present.”

was asked to come in,” she

said. “Because of the critical
moment in this program, it
significance in conhas great

trast to just the usual five year review.”
A.S. President Keith Wagner

said he believes the HSU administration needs to be more commitachieving diversity.
ted towards

Idt Stateis
“It seems like H
an
than . happy : to portraybutis
more
;

very less than dedicated to actually
following through,” he said at the

tenured professors,” A.S.

Vice President Freida
Ravasco, who was present
said.
at the Sept. 10 meeting,

KEITH WAGNER
AS. president

“I think the commitment

has to come from the top.”

ments besides ethnic studies
should teach more about diversity.
“I hope the review recommends
for other departments to take responsibility (and teach about diversity),” he said.

Within the past year, students
have petitioned to the administration foran expansion ofethnicstud-

ies in order to adequately give students a culturally diverse educa-

|

Ravasco also stressed the im-

The following

portance of ensuring that the pro-

HSU

remain
and ble
fessors feel comforta
at HSU, which she hopes will attract more professors to the university and allow the ethnic studies program to build itself up.
“It doesn’t do any good if you
hire a bunch of people as tokens,”

is a

President

se
Sa

statemen |
ae
d

\

been set up in memory of the

Sas ilade cakes review, page &
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iy Pater Scaces

Willows, Calif. The couple made

The HSU Natural History Museum in
Arcata offers visitors a unique opportunity
to learn about the diversity of life on the
North Coast and life through time.
“When the museum first started we only

world for several years.

ally added exhibits about regional natural

new museum by their friend Sam Morrison,

TUMBERUACK STAFF

had a fossil collection, but we then gradu-

history,” said Melissa Zielinsky, director of
the museum.

Zielinsky said the museum adds new exhibits every two or three months.
“[ think what surprises people most about
the museum is they learn something new
each time they come in.”
Located at 1315 G Street, the museum

of buying and selling fossils from around the
several
ers
from
Despite more lucrative off

other museums, the Maloneys decided to
sell their prized collection to HSU because

they wanted it to be displayed for educational purposes. They were told about the
an HSU graduate.
The oldest specimen in the collection is a
stromatolite blue-green algae fossil from

to be 1.7
Ontario, Canada. It is estimated

billion years old.
“My favorite fossils in the collection are

the chrinoids, which are commonly referred

‘to as sea lilies,” Zielinsky said. “These are

baile eogieaty housed a Wells Fargo
bank sold the property a
Bank.
;
appraised
of its
in 1989 for a quarter
The muse ia primarily funded by HSU
with additional revenues coming from donations, programs, memberships and occasional grants.
Aside from Zielinsky, the Natural History Museum is staffed by a part-time assis-

closely related to starfish, and we have some

The museum's fossil collection was

See Natoral History Messem, poge 6

tant, work-study students and volunteers.

bought from Tom and Hilda Maloney of

.
speci
beautiful specimens.

The extensive fossil collection is comple-

mented by a variety of exhibits inspired by
local environments.
“What I really like is when an exhibit
touches someone personally and makes them
to find out more,” Zielinsky said.
want
One of these exhibits contains a variety of

crab specimens caught off of Fields Landing

AYAKO WALKER / LUMBERJACK STAFF

Museum.
Hey Mannix (loft), Luke Miller end Brosnna Stone play at HSU’s Naturel History
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dogislockedinsideapickup
9: A
© Sept.
with no water and the windows rolled =
9: $200 worth of paint pens are
®
the Clubs Office. There areno
stolen
suspects.
© Sept. 10: Please return carts to prevent
damage to your vehicle —
A yellow metal shopping cart is taken
from the library.
© Sept. 10: A subject in possession of
marijuana is reported at Sunset Hall.
e Sept. 11: Is thata snake in yourbag,or
© Sept. 9: Two females, observed to

be drunk, are unable to enter Tan Oak

Hall on their own. The situation is

are you just glad to see me? —

= Ablackadultmaleis

trying to scare

people with a python
handled by one of their friends.
are re- kept in his backpack.
© Sept. 9: Two skateboarders
ported on the quad. The subjects are © The subject is adcontacted and advised of regulations. _ vised. No violation is
administered.
© Sept. 9: I've fallen, and 1...
© Sept. 11: Did
Areportofaskateboarderfallingdown
y
lose somesomebod
at L.K. Wood and Harpst is filed. The
skater’s board is flung under a passing thing?—
A McKinleyville
vehicle. No injury to the subject or the
woman, who found a
is reported.
r)
of marijuana on
an atti- baggy
withding
© Sept. 9: Skateboar
her front porch earlier,
tude —
s
the contraband
A white male in his twenties — de- _ bring
scribed as five feet-nine inches, a full to UPD. The maribeard, brown frizzy hair and glasses—is juanaisbookedforde- *
the Jolly Giant struction.
at arding
seen skatebo
° Sept. 11 Just in case we get lost—
Commons and using profane behavior
A large amount of popcom trailing from
when asked to leaveby the staff. The
about skate- Founders Hall to Gist Hall is observed. The
warnedted,
subjectis contac
boarding, his behaviorandaskedtoleave sourceof the trail is unknown.
the campus.
He complies.

¢ Sept. 11: An obscene message is reported being left on a voice mail at Nelson

A white male adult — described as
Hall West.
being five foot-eight inches tall with sandy
© Sept. 11: Slated for destruction —
for destruction
ated at blond hair and wearing a tie dye shirt,
_A bong is confisc
bine oversie snd oneong 6 Sama
‘iia
Oak Hall.
Tan
are seen running case — is seen on campus attempting
Sept. 12: Two
loose near the Natural Sciences Building. sell bongs. The subject is advised ofreguThe canines, one believed to be a German __ lations regarding the sale of such items.
shepherd, the other ablack Labrador/Rott- = ¢ Sept. 14: Garbologist spotted —
weilermix,areturnedoverforlodgingtothe | A man is spotted removing property
Eureka Society for the Prevention of Cru- out of the recycling containers behind
Sunset Hall. The subject is contacted
elty to Animals.
and advised not to go through the
* Sept. 12: Slated for destruction—
A bong is confiscated for destruction at

Cypress Hall.

¢ Sept. 13: Here comes

the rain again —
A report comes in at
12:36 concerning several
individuals yelling and
screaming in the quad.
The reporting party
claims the group was celngThe
the rainfall.
ebrati
participantsdispersedquietly.
© Sept. 13: UPD assists
the CHP in an injury accident after a big rig turns
overonnorthboundHighway 101 just south ofthe
foot bridge.
Theaccidentoccurredjustaftermidnight.
hospirted
toa Eureka
The driveris transpo
tal.
© Sept. 14: An annoying phone call is
Hall.
at Maple d
receive

© Sept. 14: Briefcase full of bongs —

dumpsters.

°

15: Talk dirtyto me —

-Anobscene phone call is reported from

Willow Hall.
—* Sept. 15s Just catching some Zs —
6:30 a.m., a subject is observed sleep_ ing in his vehicle at the JGC parking lot.
The man is warned about university
codes regarding camping. The subject
explains he had been drinking the night
before and didn’t want to drive. The
subject leaves the area.
e Sept. 15: Garbology revisited —
Four white male adults are observed
_ taking aluminum cans and putting them
a pickup at 9:30 p.m. near the
into
Creekview parking lot.
After contact with the subjects, the
cans are returned and the culprits are
advised to leave.
nkleis
© Sept. 16: A sprained-avictim
to the
Field House
ted
from the
transpor
Health Center.
— Compiled
by David Perry

Thee Lusuiscrfcaic

cide
homi
e
Tripl
» Coutiawed from page 3

The suspect is currently being

held in the psychiatric unit of the
George Bailey Detention Center
in San Diego. He is on suicide

watch, by request of his attorney,
plea of not guilty
whoalsoentereda
for his client.
Davidson was indicted for the

murders on Aug. 30. No trial dates
have been set at this time and the
SDPD is investigating the case.
Meanwhile, SDSU has been trying to cope with this tragedy.
“A number of things have been

done to comfort people on campus,” Snider said. “A crisis team
was sent to the murder scene and

“The best thing that can be done
towards preventing these things
from happeningis to report people

the services of the counseling de-

partment on campus have been
made available to faculty, students
and staff.”
To address safety concerns this
incident has raised, several mem-

bers of Public Safety and similar
organizations have been meeting
in San Diego to see if any law enforcement policies need to be
changed.
These murders have raised

safety concerns at HSU as well.
“We have reviewed the incident

"as far as our own procedure goes,”
UPD officer Raymond Fagot said.
“This is one of the worst nightmares for a university police deent.”
Fagot said that while UPD has
procedures in place to intervene in
such situations, response time is

who show signs of needing help,”
Fagot said.

Snider said SDSU has received

sympathetic messages from many

sources.
“The campus has been inundated with messages from colleges
all over the country and around the
world,” she said. “There has been

a tremendous outpouring of sym-

y-

Snider said many students and

faculty members are honoring the
three engineering professorsby
wearing black arm bands. Also,
the American flag on the SDSU

campus is being flown at half staff.
“We're still shocked that this
event has happened, but as we
grieve we realize that the academic

year must continue,” she said.
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.. what they
are, who’s got
‘em and how
they cope. Check
out Special
Assignments in
next week’s issue of The Lumberjack for the
entire scoop.
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“bessncseades

students and friends of the dedicated professors who tragically
died at San Diego State University. Our thoughts and prayers are
very much with those who have
lost loved ones.”
Davidson, a graduate student at
SDSU, was reported to be distressed by the poor evaluation he
had received on his master’s thesis.
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Cycle Learning Center offers
free helmets, new programs

Natural History Museum ——

Dy Micheo!
Plen
LUMBERJACK STAFF

cyclist, you might be
avid
If you'anre
to know that there’s a club on

campus aimed at keeping your bike up and
ru
;

For $5 a semester, the Cycle Learning
Center gives members access to tools, parts

and mechanical advice. The club also offers
workshops on bike maintenance and organizes group trips during the year.
“We pretty much try to do cycling advo-

cacy — get people involved,” said Rick

Laeeirarnarenerenenee mem-

As part of that effort, the club will be

offering two workshops in the next two
A
weeks. Participants will disassemble and
DAVID PERRY / PRODUCTION MANAGER
reassemble their bikes and discuss mainte- Wildlife senior Pablo Herrera adjusts his brakes.
p can have up to
s

a

nance tips. Each worksho

One ofodthe wo

Already, the women-only workshop has

is open to women

only. It will be held Fridayat the CLC shed
at 2:30

p.m.

been filled. However, Pinzon said more

workshops for both men and women will be

a long-time CLC member,

Cris Pi

e cabhe
away ng
50 bike
+T
othi coho givi

said she organized the workshop in order to
create a safe environment for women to
learn bike maintenance.
“I wanted to get some of the women more

helmets donated by the Student Health
Center. CLC members will receive a helmet
when

According
to
icaheugnemmeers

involved,” Pinzon said. “It will be a little

less threatening without men around.”
open to both
“There will be a workshop
men and women
27.
can sign up for the workshops at
Students

of $25 for a tune-up
off campus.
The club o

Hall

the CLC shed, located behind Nelson

The CLC
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Administrative addition

Assistant gets one-year fellowship
Erica Batity

“Pomona

LUMBERJACK STAFF

population

as

smaller campuses in the CSU sys-

tem.” -

Ontiveros
will be working under
Provost and Vice President
Alfred
J. Genes Jr. in Academic Af-

cain tide
ee

President
Don.
A.
Christensen
in Develop-

“Her main jb os of now

sen Cordelia
Ontiveros to

she assists with the prioritizing
and distribution
of funds
on campus.

teaching career, she was
promoted to depart-

ment chairperson.

Ontiveros hopes to

“I taughtall
the different levels, from fresh-

fairs and Vice

highereducation,
has cho-

fora positionasachemical engineering professorat Pomona. By 1989,
only five years into her

Humboldt,”

what it was like to be at one of the

assistant, chosen among 30 educators, will aid = university in
ee

of

Tcisiiilitibid sii
Ontiveros said. “I wanted to see © as mentor to Ontiverosas

©

HSU's newest administrative

ne

has over twice the

to shadow me.”

7
the

agg

Cidiinei

men to graduate,”
Ontiveros said. “I really

ae
Miataiaminde-

ange County holds her doctorate
complete a
ALFRED GUILLAUME
ment and Ad- in chemical engineering from
one-year felPrinceton University.
ministrative
vice
president
of
Academic
Affairs
lowship at
“I’ve always liked math and in
Services.
HSU.
“Her main job as of now is to high school |I took a lot of science
She was pereeer oe
classes,” Ontiveros said.
shadow me,” Guillaume said.
engineering professor
admin
Her father, an electrical engiOntiveros is now learning how
istrator at California Polytechnic
University in Pomona. Ontiveros

HSU’s administration system is

decided after 12 years at Pomona,

run, but soon she will be able to

she was

ing

for a change of

pace. She arrived at HSU on Sept.
4.

madd

voice her. opinion on such decisions as budget design and the possible adoption of the trimester cal-

neer who is retired from the

Rockwell Space Program, suggested a major in chemical engi—
Sic eiaad

campus.
TBeatmanhiieetielesiity

todosomething different. I wanted
to experience the campus from a
university-wide perspective rather

nih nde eccieand

REGISTER
OR DIE
If you don't register
and vote, People can

just walk all over you.
Don't let anyone
else say who should
run your education. —
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HSU's Journal of Creativity

Now Accepting Submis¢qan
e Fiction
e Poetry
° Art
Submission Guidelines:

* FICTION

;

must be typed, double-spaced, under20 pages

- POETRY
*ART

Acrobatic butfoonery

reproducible (ink, B&W photos, lithographs, etc.

Bive Lobe theatre group Los Payesos Mendiges, « physical comedy act, performed on compus lest Soturdey eight.

single-spaced, no page limit

| ___

TODO WUCETICH / CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

nolarger than8.5"x 11")

y

Send two copies of each submission. Put your
name, phone number, brief bio and title of the

work on a separate piece of paper. Do NOT put your
name on the submission itself. if you want submissions
returned, includea SASE. Only original, unpublished

works not under consideration
elsewhere willbe
. For more information
e-mail:

cgbl1 @axe.humboldt.edu or call 822-9451
Se

Deadline:

S

OCTOBER 14

Ethnic studies review ® Contiawed
from page §
she said, “but you don’t support
them, and provide that feeling of
community and belonging so
they'll want to stay.”

Wagner
added that the HSU fac-

ulty as a whole should be more
“Every department
here should

have some kind of mix, and that is
not present,” he said.

Students also took time to ex-

diversity yet,” he said. “It’s mostly
economics and supply and de-

press their disgust with the general education diversity and common
requirement, which
they believe many of the qualify-

ing courses don’t

mand, and that’s fine, but it’s not

diversity.”
Smith
has notyetmade
her final recommendation on the

actually deal

with those issues of diversity.
Political science sophomore

she was impressed
by the students’
knowledge on the issue and their

Charles Douglas described Contemporary Topics in Economics,
one of such classes he feels does

level of concern
and commitment.

not suffice.
“I’ve been in there three weeks

“The student voice, from my point

and I haven’t seen one speck of

_of view, is very important.”

“That matters to me,” she said.
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Headwaters protest draws 4,000 to Carlotta
By Maselyn Menases
Protests
and mass arrests, which

have brought
the issue of the preservation of the Headwaters Forest
to a new level, have invigorated
environmentalists and created a
” to Pacific Lumber

Co, and its

Environmental groups chose

Sunday to hold the rally because

PLwas | hstiledio bela cdege
logging Monday on 3, 500 acres of
its land.
Despite
a two-week moratorium

on the logging enacted late Friday,
an estimated 5,000 people descended on the small town of
Carlotta to show support for the
largest privately owned stretch of
old-growth redwoods in the world.
Negotiations between Texas financier Charles Hurwitz, whoowns

Maxxam Inc., the parent company

of PL, and the Clinton administration have focused ona deal to trade
government property for the relinquishment of Headwaters by
Hurwitz. Hurwitz would also be
cleared ofthe $250 million
he owes
because
of the 1988 fall ofa Texas
savings and ¥Y business.
“Maret
1,000 peop: »includinie Raitt,

her father

and Broadway legend John Raitt
and former U.S. Congressman
Dan Hamburg, trespassed over a
faint blue line drawn on the ground

signifying
the entrance to PL property at the end of Fisher Road.
Officers from law enforcement

agencies throughout Humboldt
County were on hand, many in
riot gear, to arrest those who
crossed the line. Arrests began in
the early afternoon
and continued
until late evening when the police
ran out of plastic restraints and
arrest forms.
The
Humboldt
County
Sheriffs Department said 897
people were arrested and another

136 symbolically stepped over the

line without repercussion.

Demonstrations continued

Monday at the PL headquarters
in Scotia
with more than 100 protesters participating in what is
called the women’s wall of wailing. Men and women activists

stood ona sidewalk
near the building moaning
in what was supposed
to symbolize
the pain of the trees.
Blockades were also assembled
at six gates leading into the 60,000
acres that is known as Headwaters Forest.
Judi Bari, of Earth First!, said

MAROLYN KRASNE® LUMBERJACK

STAFF

Hundreds line up near Pacific Lumber property to be arrested. Almost 900 people were arrested at the Sunday rally.
Tuesday that while the rally was
taking place Sunday, environmentalists were setting up the elabo-

rate blockades, including five
women with their hands locked in
plastic pipes which were
in barrels
full of cement.
ae purpose of day two was
arrests,” Bani said, “it was to

ag down PL.”

She said the moratorium is a
tool PL used to try and stop the
demonstrations from happening.
And, ifan acceptable compromise

She said protesters blocked
some gates the company was not
using.
“Crews were able to get to
work,” she said. “They were able
to carry on their job.”
Job security for PL workers was
on the minds of activists as well

is not created in two weeks, there

may be another protest, she said.
Mary Bullwinkel, a PL spokeswoman, said Tuesday that the second day’s demonstrations did not

See Headwaters,
page 10

’ affect the company’s operations.

Humboldt will not be left out, Riggs says
Rep. Frank Riggs, R-Windsor,
has again attempte
to insert d
himself into the debate over Headwa-

approved by Congress, is in a
House-Senate conference committee, where members are working
out the details.
From there, it goes on to be

signed or vetoed by the president.
are usually attached
before

ters Forest.

Headwa
Congress s
bill in ter
to try
to make it more acceptable
to environmental groups. He also an-

nounced a separate plan at a news
conference Monday to force any
deal for Headwaters Fores
to tbe
Sr
The plan would require any action between Pacific Lumber Co.
and the Clinton administration

dealing with Headwaters to be
Gov. Pete

Sen. Dianne Feinstein,
the

County Board of SuHumboldt
pervisors
and Riggs himself.
The plan would also attach a
rider,
or amendment, to

concerning the Presidio in
San Francisco and other federal

lands that is almost certain to be

tied by President Clinton, Riggs

The rider would be attachedto
process.
the bill late in its
The bill, which has already been

<billabiehy ques eeCitaen fo

approval.

However,

as
has

=te

Riggs said Deputy Interior
Department Secretary
John

Carlotta did have an opinion on
Riggs’ Headwaters bill.

input from area leaders such as

Hamburg said, “He changed a few
points in his bill to try to help his

i was not interested in

aaieeenaan

ae

to Washington to
She
waters hearing
last week.

"The
(Cintor)

this gdministration is only
been—

before and he interested in getting a

wat Rigyade deal that mokesthe
oe

Sorenson

president look good

two

"Riggs
hes sad months from election
he is concerned
that

Maxxam,

day. .

given

too

much for the forest,

U.S. representative

while

Humboldt
County and area timber workers
will suffer.
“The (Clinton) administration
is only interested in getting a deal
good
that makes the presidentlook
two months from election day,” he
is a business looksaid. “Maxxam

ing for the best deal.”

Congressman

“His bill didn’t solve any prob-

Dan

lems, so the administration had to
step in and try to. I don’t think it is
_relevantatall.

reelection campaign, but we sat at
that (Head-

waters bill

*This is not o bill that is

{S$

is is not a bill

“I swore an

hearing ve

oath to fight
for
the people of
Humboldt
ere

week, and the

= ne,

peoplein Wash-

this’ very course the negotiations

ae

right-win

Ti

only

gressmen
who chose to

tind
behind
closed

doors have economic and poand
will
steamroll the
workers and

anybody’sat-

tention, be-

and of course

Officials with the Sierra Club
and PL said they did not have
enough information to comment
on the proposal.
However, many participants at
Sunday's Headwaters protest in

informed. ‘The bil

= She sid the di
pute may end up

ing ye

;

by

will be needed

“This is superseding in importance ceed neresolved
nota bi
gotntions besween
is drawing aNd attention anything
and the

best interest,”

said.

*

is

e

seeasean® that are going non
woman from Headwaters
veil
Idaho.

Humboldt County if it’s in their

of

That shows you

orenson said,
very misare ey
“Th

it i
because it is a
e

mittee showed up.
——. it.”

diewrapreere ridiculous bill, and of

cause it isa ridiculous bill

taxpayers

gttention

twoof14membersof the subcom-

what his own party

!

con- drawing anybody §

an

litical le

owner of PL, will

be

Su-

Former

“It illustrates
what an ineffective
legislator he is,” Kaufman said.

Diane

je

doing

axxam

”

Clinton administra-

Riggs Is doing.

DAN HAMBURG
former U.S. representative

oe

the negotiations that are going on
about Headwaters are far super-

in importance and attenis doing.”
hing
Riggs
tion to anyt
Josh Kaufman, spokesman for
the Sierra Club, agreed.

hers

are

ail

tion.
are nego“If there
monet

congresgoing to
” Sorenson said.

Sian tee Ul GahaeCingen.
that.
‘They just do not understand
There are a lot of things they don’t
understand.”

ke Lemboredk
Property rights rally in Eureka
counters Meg Carlotta protest

Headwaters
° Coniimeod
trem page $
Sunday.
Sierra Club President Adam
Werbach said protesters were not

a

going to stop supporting until
we get a successful resolution of
the protection
of the entire forest, not just a few groves,”
Raitt
said in a later interview.
“All the songs I've ever writ-

ane

They've bebte used as pawns
and told that it's the environmentalists that are trying to ruin their
jobs,”
he said. “But if they're
cutting at the rate they’re cutting now,

job.”

Bullwinkel has a different
out-

government

Times-Standard

and we are left to clean up the
them. It just draws media attention.”

The event was a joint effort between more than 50 environmen-

tal groups including
Earth First’,
the Environmental Protection Information Center and the Sierra
In a news conference
before the

| Comstock, president of CWIT.

rally, singers Bonnie Raitt and Don

Henley Werbach spoke about why

Comstock
also blasted environmentahsts
and their supporters in
Congress,
as well as the Clinton

they are involved in the effortto
save
the trees.
Raitt, who was joined by her
husband,
actor Michael O’Keefe,

|
|

admumistranon.
“They're
evil people,” Comstock

said, “They decided that private
property
was not an issue,
and thev voted against the amendmem tha would have exempted

|

County and long-time activists for

Cl

ataen

years and years and years before
some of
wereeven

the marbled murrelet designation

“The Fish and Wildlife Service
does as they see fit — not based on
what is good for the land or good
for the people,” said Rose

Club.

use without just compensation.
“I was selective logging for

Moore was quoted as having said

Waterfront Drive.
The event was organized
by Caliener.
to
the designation of 4.
mulion acres by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service as critical habitat
for the endangered marbled
murrelet.
Event organizers said the
*s actions violated private landowners’ property nights.

mess. It was like a party to many of

erty cannot be taken for publi

ge

Fish and Game biologist Ken
Moore.

Sdewed by aveliyata vacent tet off

Se

on their

ment, which says private pro P-

quoted California Department

the streets
of Eureka,

ruption in our lives,” she said.
“Many of these
out of the area.
‘just
go home

article

is

rights under the Fifth Amend-

“Comtocknd othosstte rly
also took issue with an Eureka

look, however.

25-year residents of Mendocino

the critical habitat desig-

ten, I've written in the forest right
on the edge
of Mendocino
County,”
Rait said. “It's a
source of great inspiration and
se - as well as sustenance to

they'll cut themselves
night out ofa

survival of the marbled murrelet.
The Gifts feel as if the federal

lands which
were in-

Oy iesl Pies

owns
land in Leactgeadione
cclant
tat. “Is our land being taken away
from us? This is our concern.”

doesn’t stop landowners from using their land and that it only applies
to federal
“I call that a blatant lie,”

“Their property is under a le-

Comstock said. “But that’s what

gal cloud right now,” said attor-

comes out of the Clinton administration ... We will not tolerate

ney Jim

tive from Pacific Legal Foundation, which is a non-profit organization
in private
propertydi
“There may besa presum “4

President Clinton’s abuses any
longer. Ifwe allow him to continue
to take as he has been taking — we
will have

a representa-

nothing.”

Helping to illustrate this point

that activity on their

was Donna Gift, who spoke
at the

have a negative impact on ‘ae
marbled murrelet. The designa-

“I was asked if this is about

tion of property as critical habitat is seen by many property

Headwaters, and I said no, this

owners
as being a potential death

has nothing to do about Headwaters,” Gift said. “This is private
property being put in a critical
habitat
for a bird.”
Donna and her husband Martin
were one of six families at the rally
with land located in the habitat.

sentence to their ability to use
their property in an economical

way,” Burling said.
Burling also said he had met

with the property owners, but

that the Pacific Legal Foundation had not been hired yet.

The Gifts, who own about 500
acres near Kneeland, said most of

theirland is cow

Burling was among the speak-

—notold

See Property,
page 14

growth forest that’s critical for the
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The Louberjacais

Organic sewage plant provides sweet relief
the future. This most recent
project is expected to fill that requirement by using an all-organic

top of the waste water completely
suppresses
the sewage smell caused
by bacteria breaking down the re-

design withalow-tech
The air is a bit sweeter over - phisticated
and low-maintenance process.
Manila these days, thanks to the
Rigge said the treatment
new $2.3 million federally funded,
method is economical to operate,
chemical-free waste water treatflexible enough to adapt to changment plant at the end of Lupin
ing conditions and meets the fedDrive, which held an open house
eral and state requirements for
last Sunday. _
protecting surface and underThe 6-month-old plant is the
ground
water from contaminants.
comof
culmination of two years

low the surface. The remaining
solids eventually settle to the oxygen-free bottom of the pond.

by Seewron Mevioasos
‘

U

and creto design ng
munity planni
atean economical and environmentally sound means of treating the

area’s sewage. The new plant re-

places the two previous systems
that failed.

“The new plant has been very
successful in treating the 104,000

gallons of waste water it receives
each day,” said Duane Rigge, gen-

eral manager of the Manila Community Services District.
“The system has already processed 20 million gallons of sewsince it opened in February.”
Funds for the planning, design
and construction of the facility
came from the federal Clean Water
Grant Program, which funded the
previous two projects as well.
Mon
was ey
originally grantedto
Manila because it proposed sys-

water treatment that pairs a so-

“There are no chemicals used

of the four “infiltration” basins.
In this final step, the water filWater exits from the tops of the ters through 25 feet of sand bepondsandisdividedevenlyamong — fore reaching ground water and
the three marshes. Marsh plants returning to the ocean.
“(This] is a process that nasuchas duckweed,
cattails and othture
would normally do, except
ers absorb phosphates and nitroin the waste water and con- we have engineered it to happen
in a certain order and ina certain
tinue filtering
and cleaning.

“The whole process takes
about 25 days.”
Rigge said that wildlife have
taken to the ponds quite easily,
citing the five broods of duck-

lings reared on the ponds this
summer.
He also said that the area
around the treatment plant has
been landscaped with native
dune planteand that endangered
plants were protected during
construction of the plant.

Hollifield, an administrative as-

sistant at MCSD said. “Arcata
chlorinates their water before
sending it to the marshes, but our
system works naturally without
any outside treatment.”
The odorless treatment facility
consists of two ponds that hold
theincoming water, three wetland
areas that continue treatment and

four disposal basins.

Individual septic tank systems
hold the raw sewage while the
sludge settles to the bottom. The
waste water is then pumped from
those 270 tanks into one of the
four community sewage lines that
lead to the plant’s main pump
house.
From there, the waste water is

uphill to the two holding
umped
nipo map which a lined wih heavy
ic to preventcontamination.
gg “rtd 67 -orageregral

ternative” ways to treat sewage.

When each of the Manila systems

failed, money to replace them again
came from the grants, but the program has since ended.

stir the surface of the waste water,

exposing it to sunlight and oxygen, allowing bacteria to break

With its last chance, Manila

down organic material.
This oxygen-rich layer at the

needed to create a treatment plant
that would be functional well into
——

other marshes and flows into one

element,” Rigge said.

in the entire process,” Judy

tems that were “innovative and al-

f

maining solids about two feet be-

After the water has passed
through a marsh, it is clean
enough for agriculture use. It
combines with water from the

’

Flaming Bug
1974 Volkswagon
Beg exploded tte lames ater « mines ouldont ot thocornr el Betost end |tthin Sante Soees

wes hurt in the accident.

sald the fire wos probably caused when o battery cable come undone after

accident ond ignited gasoline leaking from a bod fuel line.
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The Luuborjack
raw milk are the most common
sources of infection. However, E.
coli can also be transmitted by alfalfa sprouts and lettuce that are
fertilized with improperly

Hoopa
bill headed
towards passage

composted manure.

passed a voice vote by the U.S.

|

The Humboldt County Health
- Department advises the public to
take the following precautions:
¢ Cook all ground beefand hamburger thoroughly.

County worker strike
avoldedTuesday night

The county agreed to restruc-

¢ Utensils and food preparation
surfaces used in preparing uncooked meet should be washed
thoroughly.
¢ Consume only pasteurized
milk and milk products.
e Store raw meat so that it cannot contaminate other foods.
¢ Wash all raw vegetables prior
to preparation or consumption.

ture the workers’ holidays and to

For more information, call the

Humboldt

County workers

agreed not to strike in a decision
made Tuesday night. A state me-

diator helped broker the agreement.

remove the crisis clause, which sus-

Health Department at 445-6215.

the county declared a fiscal crisis.

Bands to play skatepark
benefit Saturday

pended workers’ contracts when

County workers will meet again

for another voteby Sunday.

A number of musical acts will
play at a benefit for the Arcata
Skatepark on Saturday at the
Arcata Community Center at 13

E. coli iliness hits
Humboldt County

and D streets.

An small outbreak of E. coli illness hit Humboldt County earlier
this month.

The Public Health Department

has confirmed three cases so far,

with a possible fourth. There have

no deaths, but one of the vicbeen

girl, is on dialysis
tims, a6-year-old

in intensive care at an Oakland
~ hospital.
E. coli often causes severe bloody
diarrhea and abdominal cramps
and can in some cases result in
kidney failure and even death, The,

elderly and children under 5-yearsold are most susceptible.

Under-cooked ground beef and

“I grew up in Willits,” said
Arcata city councilman Jason

Kirkpatrick. “There wasn’t a lot
for young people to do, but it was
always easy to get into trouble.
“The skatepark is our way to
invest in the future of Arcata and
show kids that we appreciate

A bill that would return 2,641

acres to the Hoopa Valley Tribe
—
10.

of Representatives on Sept.

The bill, sponsored by Rep.
Frank Riggs, R-Windsor, would

restore land taken away from the
tribe in 1875.

The land is now administered
by the Forest Services
as part ofthe
Six Rivers National Forest. The
area to be transferred includes
Tish-Tang Campground.
The bill now goes to the Senate.

Arcata Plazato host

2nd&CSt. Eureka

445-3155

2Street@Northcoast.com |

weekend celebration
Food, crafts and music will high-

light the 23rd annual North Country Fair Harvest Celebration on
the Arcata Plaza this weekend.
The fair, which runs from 10

a.m. to 6 p.m. on both days, will
circle the Plaza with people selling
international dishes, beverages,
desserts and handmade crafts.

Local bands will play continu-

ously from two stages at opposite
edges of the square.

There will also be dance perfor-

puppet show for chilmancesanda
dren. Both the Samba Parade on

Saturday and the All-Species Pa-

615 STH ST.. EUREKA © 442-2989

rade on Sunday start at 3 p.m.

Some of the bands on Saturday

them,” Kirkpatrick said.
include Small Fish, Spiral JuncG
ing will begin Oct. “tion, Blue Diamond Door and
15 for the

‘The

benefit will last

from
7 to 11 p.m. and will cost $3.

The bands Six Volt Amp, Sand-

box Bully, Dazzle Trap, Better

Than Your Hand and Big Bubba

are scheduled to play.

Music from the Andes. Bands on
Sunday include the Arcata Interfaith Gospel Choir, Francine and

h the Primal Drone SoNymiaand
ciety.
For more information, call the
fair office at 822-5320.

The Rathskeller
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Parental liability enforced
by Eureka City Council

The ordinance is designed to
offer law enforcement officials an-

other tool in their effort to improve the conduct of young per-

one, Victor Ramirez. Ramirez,

25. He said people need to watch
what their children are doing and
where they are going.
“] just feel it’s too bad that
something like this is needed,”
he said.

“What’s the problem?” asked
Eurekan Jimmy Reed, 32, father
of two and owner of a firewood

company. “Guns should be kept
away from children and drugs

sons, by including the parents to
take ona more active and involved
role in their children’s lives.
Under existing law, parents
only beheld responsible for bodily
injury or vandalism, accordingto
Warnes. The ordinance
would add

NEW FOR 1997 © FISHER...
tate inwecorn [T’S ALL ABOUT HAVING FUN

illegal drug and firearm possession.

“I personally feel that this ordi-

nance will not necessitate any major changes in the way people raise
their children,” Warnes

408 F Street, Eureka, 445-3035 » 10th & F Streets, Arcata, 822-4673

said.

“The way I see it, the ordinance
would keep illegal drugs and illegal weapons out of the house

shouldn't even enter the house.”
Parents who are prosecuted
for allowing their children access to their firearms or drugs
can be fined up to $100 for the
first conviction, with fines up to
$300 and probation for those
convicted more than once.
Warnes did agree that the
wording of the ordinance could
lead to some future ambiguity.
“It could be difficult to determine what is inaccessible,” she

said. “Some people may have
different ideas of what is or isn’t
inaccessible and that could be a
}
problem.”

COLONY INN
APARTMENTS
455 Union Street, Arcata

(707) 822-1909
$250 - 270/Month
Affordable Living With No Hidden Costs
AMENITIES
¢
¢
e
¢

PRIVATE ENTRANCE UNITS
FREE UTILITIES
FREE AMPLE PARKING
BUS STOP TO HSU

¢ Personal computer lab

* Quiet, studious atmosphere
¢ Compatible lifestyle matching
¢ Cable
TV Available

Fax

707) 826-9203
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Eureka fisherman and father of

=

«I think it is a good idea,” said

onstration was very much on

people’s minds.
“(The protesters in Carlotta)

have the really media attractive
event. But the really serious
message is here,” said Ed
Ehlers, who is the executive

@

dren concerning
drug and weapon
accessibility.
“The ordinance is patterned after parental responsibility laws
started in Oregon,” Warnes said.

the

ff

a
a
A

Ee

The parental responsibility ordinance attempts to increase
parent’s responsibility oftheir chil-

with
too concerned
ordinance’s intention.

Frank Riggs, R-Windsor.
Riggs said he wanted asciencebased agenda that was also
“private property friendly.”
Although rally organizers
said the event had nothing to
do with the Headwaters protest in Carlotta, the other dem-

fo

In a 3 to 2 vote last night the
Eureka City Council approved an
ordinance to make parents more
liable for their children’s crimes.

that
eo a.

A

sible to children.”
Local residents did not seem

th
off “ah pe

-

and keep legal weapons inacces-

OA ieten
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© Continued
from page 1@
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Property

director of Associated California Loggers, an organization

representing family-owned logging companies
Kenneth and Linda Patmore
of Fortuna commented on the

=
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protest in Carlotta.
“There’s no compromise

with (the environmentalists).
They assert their way, period,”
Kenneth Patmore said. “You
give an inch; they take a mile,

then they take another mile
until they get what they want.”
“We are all environmentalists,” Linda Patmore

said.

“But, they are rabid preservationists.”,
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The science behind the suds
Se

@ The brews many students enjoy are the result
of a multi-step scientific process.
Each seed is allowed to sprout and
Oy Tileny Lee-Voungven

a

STREETER

is then dried.

Dried barley contains the en-

You've spent an exhausting
day
scaling the stairs to Founders Hall
and fighting for that last blueberry
scone at the
so when the
day is done, nothing sounds better
than an ice-cold bottle of Saccha-

zymes, starches and some sugars
necessary for the later process of
fermentation.
After malting, the barley is
ground on a mill to crack open

romyces cerevesiae.

Brewing beer is a simple yet scientific process. Commercial
and
home brewers alike must know
some of the chemical
and biological functions involved to create a
tasty beer.
“Beer production
is 99

percent

chemistry,” said Steve
Parkes,
brewmaster for Humboldt Brewing Company.
The most
factor in
brewingis consistency. Beerdrinkers expect the beverage to taste the
;
larity is
de ae,
sure this consistency.
“We're very concerned about

maintaining everything the same,”
Parkes said.
Most microbrews consist of four
ingredients:
malted barley, water,
and yeast may vary.
|
At the onset of the brewing process at the Humboldt B
ythe

barley
undergoes
controlled ge
mination,
also known as malting.

each grain.
grai
The malt is mixed with water in
al

on stainless steel ves-

sel, heated

to

156

Farenheit and let stand for one

hour.

During this process, the

starch is converted to
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Next, the sugar solution,
known
as wort, is boiled, and hops are

added to give the solution its bitter
flavor. Boiling precipitates
any unwanted protein and removes fungus spores and bacteria that may
be present. Italsodarkens thecolor
of the wort.

“The color ofthe beer is derived

ing time affects it too,” Parkes said.

The wort
i is then
ale strained hiand

pa

See

in distict flavors emong beers.
Fermentation
is a scientific process used by producers of

aie
“People have probably been
i

for tens of

visible hops, starch and sugar parThe wort is transferred to the
heat
and reaches
a temof 212 F, before cooling
to 68 F in preparation
for fermentation.
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at 68 F, the yeast sinks to the bottom of the fermenting vessel. The
beer is then chilled to 50 F and
held for another eight to ten days.

Italian.”
A specific yeast is chosen for its
flavor and its performance in the

During this time, fermentation
con-

fermenting process.
“Our house flavor is derived
from our strain of yeast,” Parkes

species, they can be from different
strains. The Humboldt Brewing
y uses a yeast strain called
cerevesiae.
aR

ee

i

said.
Before the yeast is added to the
wort, it is analyzed in a laboratory
by a brewery scientist. Cells in the
yeast are counted with a

haemocytometer,a gridded microscope slide that makes the counting less tedious and more accu-

consi
is maintained.
The yeast is then pumped into

s

the fermenting vessel, which has
prior to contact with
been sterilized

any organic substances. Because
fermentation is an anaerobic pro-

®

hot water mixed
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“There are hundreds of different strains,” Boyd said. “A (difference in) strains is like the difference between an Irishman and an

rate. Allowances are made for any
possible dead cells to ensure that

n
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The shelves of brewing supply hovses, such es Eurcha’s Brow Mert, itestrate the large verlety of ingredionts thet result

” said Milton

beh
:

degrees

cess, oxygen must not enter the
fermenting vessel.
“Any contact with oxygen could

result in the degradation of sugar,

carbon dioxide or water,” Boyd

said.

If any of the ingredients are de-

stroyed by contact with oxygen,

the fermenting process ends and

the batch of beer is ruined.

During fermentation, the yeast

breaks down the wort’s sugar in a
process known as glycolysis. Ethyl
alchohol results.
“Typically, adomesticbeercontains three to four percent alcohol,

while European beers may contain
up to 10 percent alcohol,” Boyd
said
After four days of fermentation

tinues slowly, allowing the flavor
to mature.

The beer is tasted by the

brewmaster
and once again chilled

to35 F before the filtration process
begins.
The Humboldt Brewery filters

its beer with diatamaceous earth
(DE), the most common filter used
by breweries.

D E is made of ground-up fos-

sils of marine invertebrates that act
like a layer of sand to clear the beer
of any remaining particles.
“Beer filtration is a function of

shelf life and flavor,” Parkes said.
The beer created at the Humboldt Brewing Company undergoes one filtration stage to clarify
the beer, as opposed to the multiple stages employed by largecommercial breweries that filter excessively to preserve the shelf life of
their beers.
The typical shelf life for a massproduced beer is nine months to
one year, while the average for a
microbrew is three months.
According to Parkes, unlike the
large commercial breweries, the
microbrews are able to preserve “a
local flavor and close-to-home
taste,” characteristic of once-fil-

tered beers.

After the beer’s carbonation is

adjusted, the final productisa tasty
and well-crafted beer that is now
bottled, labeled and shipped to grocery and liquor stores for all to
enjoy (or at least those who possess the proper identification).
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Homebrewin

Brewers use basic, less controlled process;
earn satisfaction of drinking the experiment
ciently, producing unpleasant tast-

Some craft-brewers use a refrig-

alcoto s
uct
in addition
ing byprod

erator to control the temperature

can
at brewing supply houses. TSP can also be found
in paint and hardware stores.
It is also crucial that residue

fering help with questions “fermenting” in homebrewers’ minds.
Wayne Cooke, owner of the

Brew-Mart, makes himself availe brewer
abl
to novice
to help s
with
any problems or queries they may

of ale yeasts, all specially formulated for the production of beer.
But there are many other types
of yeasts, ranging from champagne
yeast for fermenting fruit to wild
yeasts unsuitable for brewing.
Wild yeasts are found every-

washed offcompletely
, or the yeast
will be killed on contact.
Usingnon-sterile equipment can
cause the growth of bacteria and
wild yeasts, destroying the brew.
If dramatic changes in temperature occur during fermentation the
yeastactivity
will become sporadic.
y- This shows in the final product
as a yeasty, bread-like “off-flavor.

4

and ingredients in addition to of-

types of lager yeast and hundreds

from the sterilizing solution be

Es

house in Eureka, sells equipment

ry

nated detergent or a trisodium
phosphate (TSP) solution. Both

Although acetobacter is purposely added to wine and apple
cider to produce vinegar, the inoculation of your wort with this
bacteria will ruin the beer.
If you are ready to try your hand
at brewing, the Arcata Co-op and
Globe Imports in Eureka offer a
selection of the neccessary ingredients.
Brew Mart, a brewing supplyee

must be sterilized with a chlori-

known as the vinegar bacteria, will
turn the alcohol in a beer to vin-

have during the brewing—or evaluation—process.
The Brew-mart also has books
that describe the home brew process step-by-step.
Coupled with this information,
you should have no problem producing your first batch of beer.
Once you do, you'll never go back

where—in the air, on fruit and vegetables and on the feet of fruitflies.
Although wild yeasts do convert
sugar to alcohol, they do so ineffi-

to a commercial brand again.

i ¥ rus

perature throughout fermentation
and avoiding the introduction of
wild yeasts to your beer.
All materials used in the process

ts

r,
Introduction ofacetobactealso

Refrigeration
also allows the use
yeast to
bottom-fermenting
a
of
produce a lager-style beer.
Bottom-fermenting yeasts require colder temperatures, between 46-54 degrees Farenheit,
than top-fermenting yeasts. Use of
top-fermenting yeast will yield the
brewer with an ale.
Though refrigerators are not
necessary to produce good beers,
they do allow for the brewing of a
true lager, and make for easy replication.
The key to producing a smooth
beer without a refrigerator is to
keep the fermentation vessel in a
dark place, where temperature fluctuations are kept to a minimum.
According to the “The Art of
Making Beer” there are over 1,400

are clean equipment, constant tem-

ene

hol.

of fermentation.

The same processes used by
large, corporate breweries can be
used ona smaller scale.
The process is no different from
the larger breweries, although it is
less controlled—but that doesn’t
mean it’s impossible for homebrewers to brew a good beer.
The most important factors in
producingadrinkable beer
at home
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HSU gradvate Theo Drushell shows off his homebrewing setup, which is
designed fo extract fermentable sugars from malt grains. Drushell
, ¢ Eureka

resident, is currently the night brewer at Mad River Brewery.
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With low student prices on Macintosh’ computers, you can start doing whatever it ie

you want to do. And to make it even easier for you to purchase a Macintosh, apply
for the Apple’ Computer Loan. So you can take home a Mac? and you worrt have
to make @ payment for 90 days’ How do you get started? Just vieit your campus —
computer store today and pick up a Mac.
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David Largent named Scholar of Year .
eiecrareass

agencies such as the California Division of Forestry and the
a
Tribal Councilon commerical mushroom harvest-

It could be said that HSU biology Professor David
*s career has mushroomed
over the years.
Largent’s 28 years of teaching and research at HSU have
culminated in his recognition as the school’s 1996 Scholar
of the Year.

"“Aancdibe of in prclabi's tig

“Ie’s nice to be

for so

I like to do,”

Largent said last Thursday during his Scholar of the Year
lecture, entitled “Fun With Fungi,” in the Van Duzer Theatre.

While a seniorat San Francisco State, Largent discovered

mycology, the branch of biology that deals with fungi.

Since then, his longtime love for the organisms has not

only revealed itself in his botany, fungi and forest pathology
courses, but also in his involvement with the community.

a

recent

Fungi of Western North Mnakaais Alaska,” which cov-

ers more than 4000 species and took almost three years to

co

Largent also authored and co-authored five mushroom
by Mad River Press, a
identification guides, all
publishing company he co-owns with HSU biology professor James Waters and their wives.

company exists to further educationin
“The publishing
to publish. We don't have very big-selling books, but

they’re
One of the sources of Largent’s fascination is all the uses

—

The nature group conduct
field
for
s trips and activities

"eg
ik
out
et

tive as a scholar.”

Largent also

nature exhibits
at Big Lagoon

and the Trinidad Museum, trained

eae

toxic mushrooms, lectured at

said. “It’s a great outlet for others

natural history,”

Largent and a core of students founded the Humboldt
ce. panne pe
cy eee

from all walks of life.
“You can learn alot from community members,” Largent
said in his lecture. “You come back witha different perspec-

eeideneliagn wen the

ofa517-page book entitled “Entolomoid

eee

and as an

her

no i
»
people
:
causes
to be goofy, Ms

om

you enjoy life and emile a lot.”
*s daughter Allison, 15, cracked
a smile at the
extent of her father’s ivelverneun with fang)
“We have mushroom towels, pictures of mushrooms on

PHOTO COURTESY OF HSU PUBLIC AFFAIRS

the walls and everything,” she said.

HSU Scholar of the Year Devid Lergeat displays « shell fungus.
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“We cater to cowards!”
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Available in markets
and restaurants throughout
Humboldt county!

TOFU SHOP SPECIALTY
FOODS, INC.
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‘Student Web pages available soon
K STAF

The wait is almost over for students who want to publish their
own home pages on World Wide
Web at HSU.
“It looks like we're real close,”

said Dave Simpson, manager of
Computing Services, on Monday.
“We expect to have web page ac-

counts available to every student
soon after the Appropriate Use
Policy (for HSU computing facilities) is approved, which should be
in about two weeks.”
Access was originally expected
last March, but was delayed by
legal details and completion of the
appropriate use policy.

Basic web pages on Sorrel will
be automatically created with students’ names, making a “home
page” for the student, similar to
what was done with student e-mail
accounts on Axe.
Wilson said pages will be allotted 1.5 megabytes each — enough
to cover students’ needs as long as
they do not use “too many graph
ics, too much color and all the dif-

ferent Web page design features”
available.
HSU’s official home page will
not be directly linked to courtesy
pages, but will contain an address

HSU’s written policy statement for

university web pages, located at
http://sorrel.humboldt.edu/
~humboldt/webpolicy.html.
The policy also addresses the
content of web pages.
Students are prohibited from
usi
any ng
official university graphic
elements.
Pages mustalso include the name
and e-mail address of the person
who manages the page.
Pages with inappropriate content or that hamper official university activities may be removed at
any time.
“Some students may be con-

individual web pages has been favorable.

“I never really gave havinga web
page much thought until recently,”
said Wes Sander, a biology major.

“Now !’mactually looking forward
to starting one up.”
Sander sais he sees the internet
as a source of employment opportunities and intends to post a

résumé on his page.

Examples of student web pages
at the University of Southern California may be viewed at http://
www-scf.usc.edu/.
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and “hackers” can be found at

always go to a private internet provider and have their homepage
there.
“It’s not as though we've got the
market cornered.”
Wilson said student reaction to

ki

aoe

wore, St
——

“al

tems.

from unwanted communications

can’t work within them, they can

SUOAQIY AIS $490S seddy)

(

computing goals.
Guidelines for protecting users

Wilson
said. “Butifthey don’t like
them, or feel they’re too tight and

information
on these or
other A.S.
funded
programe.
phone
707-826-4221
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3 where the flock likes to rock!
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University

3 Every week college students just like you come, JUST AS THEY ARE, to 2 piace designed

Center.

espcialy

3 In You!
*PAINT * DECORATE ° GLAZE
From
A Wide SELECTIONOF
UNFINNISHEO POTTERY
«GREAT SELECTION
OF ECLECTIC
GIFTs & FINNISHED CERAMICS
* LOCAL ARTISTS FEATURED
10% Student Discount
when you

show your student
|.D.
637 HStrest
Arcata,
CA 96821

825-7100 - FAX 625-7200
wen eueaaee

for them, and together they SEEK THE TRUTH about

God

*

a2 We call it University Praise, where the worship may include a drama, video, or guest musician

EXPERIENCE THE ARTIST

BP

iby Skane Mericccas

stone” for HSU.
He said student World Wide
Web page accounts will be stored
on the Sorrel campus network and
accessed in much the same manner as the Axe and Redwood sys-

cerned by these rules and regulations
ing
content,”

2

of Computing and Telecommunications, called the project a “mile-

where they can be located.
The pages will be called “courtesy pages” because they are considered a privilege and are not a
direct part of HSU’s educational

=—

R,J. Wilson, assistant director

@ Pages to give
students new outlet for
creativity

©

Ry but always a DOWN TO EARTH message and GREAT MUSIC.
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We want to provide a relaxed place where any person can seek God without pressure So we
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& never force a person to say anything, sign anything, or give anything. At Limiversity Praise. it's

RS ok to BE YOURSELF and expenence the Chnstian FAITH in your own was
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Nights at 7:30 PM
at Trinity Bepust Church
2450 Alliance
Rd., Arcata
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call 822-7668.
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Celtic band gives old style new twist
mandolin, of

which there

SCENE EDITOR

The intense sound of today’s progressive
rock music may not seem to have a place in
traditional Celtic folk music, but for San

Francisco-based electric folk band Tempest,
it is a way to kick Celtic music into the next

century.

Tempest plays Celtic traditional folk music from Ireland and Scotland, setting the
chants and melodies to rock accompanimentsuchas electric guitar, bassand drums.

The band builds its songs on tradition but
brings it up to date.
“Weplay music based on traditional Celtic
and No
folk music, but we play it

like it
be played in the '90s, not in the
1890s,” said lead vocalist Lief Sorbye in a
—
interview from his Oakland of"hs
ii dtehinmteuibin ania
will be bringing the sound to Hefe’s,in
Eureka, on Friday.

f

-

“Traditional music is still alive because
people remember it and play the music and

sing the songs,” Sorbye said. “It’s fun-to
that in our music.

“Pve been playing traditional music all
my: life,” he said. ee
oe
heart.” ~
:

19

Rockin’ tradition

.

|
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In addition to rockiinetumnente, Tem:

pest also utilizes modified traditional insaan

including electric violin, flute,

and Sorbye’s signature
instrument,
a double-

necked

electric

are
cated,a
fisitesonly

d

A

4

tect

; 4

influences.
ok

4a

sider myselfa
traditional
folk musician
but I grewup
on rock and

ence.
2
“tA
something
people pay
attention to

he said.
roll,”

because it’s

“(Tempest)

differ-

so.
ent,”

the

sounds and

wants to ex-

he

said. “It gives us a different sound altogether.
“It’s very uplifting,” hesaid. “It gets people
out on the dance floor. Fiddle music is a lot
easier to tap your foot to than an electric
guitar.”
Norway native Sorbye said although their
music has been likened to Jethro Tull, other

British folk bands and Scottish and Norwegian bands
and the incredible
string orchestras had a stronger influence on his style.

However, he said he doesn’t deny Tull
had an impact on his style.
among don’t notice (other influences),

because they are moreob-"
scure,” Sorbye said.
weren't
known enough in

the United States

for people to de-

plore and be adventurous and still remain in
the framework of our Celtic musical style.”
Sorbye said he left school early and traveled
through Europe, playing musicon the streets
and in cafes and “pass the hat.”
“[ discovered early on that if I can play music, people will throw money at me,” he
said. “I have always found a way to make
music as a means to survive.”

years, but is still developing, Sorbye said.
“I think we've definitely found our own
style,” he said. “We fit into the world-music
niche, of which there’s always going to be a

liking and a growing level of acceptance.”
He said there is a large awareness of what
is going on in the world and there is a new
awareness of world music in general.
“This genre of music is part of something
that is developing at the same time,” he said.
With a lead singer from Norway, a drummer from Cuba, a guitarist from San Francisco, a bass player from New York City and
a violinist from Fresno, the diverse cultures

players.

that make up Tempest contribute plenty of
world flavor to its music.
“(Cultural diversity) keeps the music
fresh,” Sorbye said. “People bring in their
own backgroundsand their own viewpoints.
It puts a new perspective on things.”
Tempest will be going on a world tour in
1997, including a stop to Sorbye’s native
Norway, where the band has gathered quite
a following.
“Norway is pretty proud,” Sorbye said.
“I’m pretty excited to do live shows in Norway.”
Tempest will play Friday at 9:30 p.m. at

has been to-

$7.

After leaving Europe, Sorbye played for

an acoustic folk band called Golden Bough.
In 1988, Sorbye formed Tempest.
He said he started out with a vision of
what he wanted the band to sound like and

recruitedtheother
The band

gether
more
than
seven

Hefe’s, 432 Fifth St., Eureka. Tickets are

Tempest is (from left) Adolfo

Lazo, Rob Wullenjohn, Lief
Sorbye, Michael Mullen and Jay
Nonia.
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Pato Banton to sing of life and struggles

Pat?

tin

It’s a revolution

ee

60

<*

@ Pato Banton and the
Reggae Revolution give
spiritual message.

When performing, Banton and
his group,P The Reggae Revolution
always wear black and white
clothes.
“We wear mostly white to show
the positive struggle against negativity,” Banton said. “And white is
a sign of purity.”

By Alen Worlasen
ge

THISWEEKEDITORO—O—~CS~S~S

but also the spirituality that per-

Tonight at Club West Pato
Banton brings a culmination of inHacsiais eas idk pom lilo od the
struggle of those he’s met on the
road.

Born Patrick Murray in Birming-

ham, England, Pato mai

his

people know what they’re feeling,”

Banton’s songs are always spiri-

tual
and often political, expressing
problems and his suggestions to

»” hesaid. “While talking with

help.

her, she told me she was contem-

ing

He said playing and singing for
audiences gives him his way to
never give in.

His latest album, “Staying Positive,” isn’t just
a group of songs,he

suicide.”

He said she told him she was
struggling with her boss at work.

said

Banton said after the talk and
attending the concert “she left that
night in good spirits.”

“It's not what I say or what I
sing, but it’s how I live that counts.”
Pato Banton and the

influence.

“Never Give In” is not only a
recurring track in many of his al-

Revolution will perform at
West
tat 8 p.m.

ofthe Aeteea at tectan enjoyed,

in his life.

$12 at the door.

PHOTO COURTESY OF LR.S. RECORDS
toon
tip
3

tickets

Not only was it the give and take

bums but also a continuing theme

Tickets ate $10 in advance and
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he said.

San Diego.
“Before the concert got started
we met this woman who was there

Much of the music he listens to
and sings has a strong Jamaican

your

In a telephone interview from
Petaluma Banton told a story of a

they use their music as a tool to let

in the midst of personal struggle.

sound system.
After signing for I.R.S. Records

Revolution’s Live and Kicking

Gel

“When Jamaican people are
struggling and they want change,

woman he met before a concert in

Banton’s first album was “Never
Give In,” followed by “Visions of
the World,” “Wize Up,” “Pato
Banton
and
the
Reggae

ge

Touring the world, he said he
not only meets people who are
uplifting but also people who are

singing on his fathers V-Rocket
in 1987 he released six albums.

;
rnin
dis edt
at Club West ia Eureka

music.
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),

signed.” But that was only
the beginning of Moore’s career of trouble making.
After success
in moviesand

Yaa

»)

tion of thoughts about the sad and

hometown of Flint Mich.
Moore hits one of his favorite
targets, Republican politicians,
early on. In a chapter called,
“Would Pat Buchanan Take a
Check From Satan?” Moore tries
to determine just how money-hungry politicians are.
Moore sent real campaign contributions to all the Republican
presidential candidates from
phony groups he set up to see who
would cash the checks.
The groups were: Pedophiles
for Free Trade, the John Wayne
Gacy Fan Club, Hemp Growers of
America, Satan Worshipers for
Dole and Abortionists for
Buchanan.
Most of these checks were returned by the campaigns.

bizarre way we sometimes run our

However, the Buchanan cam-

television, Moore’s left-wing
antics continue in the book,

“Downsize This! Random
threats from an unarmed
American.”

¢

Continuing where
he left off after the
movie “Roger &
Me,” the highest
grossing documentary
of all time, and “TV Na-

PAA

Al pili’

tion,” Moore rips into
the incompetent, the right wing
and the greedy wherever he sees
them.
The book is a random collec-

Jey)

“Downsize This!”
Michael Moore
Crown Books

- Attheageof 18, Michael Moore
for his local school board so he

could fire the principal.”
He won and became one of the

youngest-elected officials ever in

the other is a closed factory in his

country filtered through Moore’s
hilarious vision.
He begins the book by asking,
“What is terrorism?” while showing pictures of two demolished
buildings that look very similar.
One is the blown-up federal
building in Oklahoma City while

paign cashed all of them until
Moore really pushed it by sending
it.a check from Satan Worshipers
for Dole. Apparently Satanists are
one thing, but Satanists who support Bob Dole are another matter

HABY Bhbs GPF
Not”
Voted #1 Sports Bar On The North
Coast 2 Years Running
¢ Beer & Wine
¢ Chicken Strips

¢ Best Burgers Around!!
¢ Philly Cheese Steaks

¢ Hot Wings

¢ Nachos

FAMILIES WELCOME!
¢ Big Screen
¢ Darts, Pool, Foosball

°7TV's
¢ Interactive Trivia & Sports

Owners Mary & Chip Stewart

#445-9327

109 Fourth St. ¢ Eureka, CA

For casual dining or take out

RUA

val
PLAZA
& MORE $2.50
BLUE HERON PALE ALE 2.00

iw ways
oy fine
food

sporting
evenis

761 8th St.
on the
Arcata Plaza

1.
Geta
“Hunan Buck’ for

822-6105

spend dining

every $10 you

®

LARGE

2.

VEGETARIAN

Receive 10%

—

Open 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.

discount with
the HSU

Weekends openatNoon = Entertainment
All Major Credit Cards

$1.00 NIGHT!

SEER NIGHT!
506 PROGRESSIVE
822-2302

860 97H ST
NO ONE UNDER21[ PLEASE DONT DRINK & DRIVE!

Pass

Accepted
Hunan Bucks are good towards admission for any HSU athletic

event. See restaurant for more details. Purchase your HSU Entertainment Pass from the Athletics Dept. Call 826-5959 for info.
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Survive” isa notably groovy bonus.
CAKE believes categorizing
music is wasteful and divisive.
This album holds true to their
philosophy by offeringan album
with more musical styles than
can be described here.

The highlight of the album, if
you can call it that, is on the 10th

track, “Cleaned Up.”
The song repeats, “He cleaned
up, She took him back, He fucked
up, She kicked
him out,” 23 times
(yes, I’m afraid that’s about as
imaginative as the writing gets).

Yet, an undercurrent mood

However, they do get a little

Scrawl
“Travel On, Rider”
Elektra

D
“Travel On, Rider” is a flat
Coke.

It’s a burrito consisting of
Rosarita refried beans and

Velveeta rolled up on white
bread. It has no spice, no flavor. This CD’s

straight up

bland.
Is tempo change too much to
ask from a trio with more than

10 years experience under its
belt? Apparently so, because

crazy, going so far as to speed up
and slow down the beat fora spell.
If you really want to hear the
whole Scrawl album, just play the
first 10 seconds of any song, add
40 minutes of the same thing and
you've got “Travel On, Rider.”
Scrawl members should travel
on back to their native Ohio and
pick up jobs on an assembly line.
way, they can use their skill

of doing the same thing over and

over to produce something worth-

while.
— Erika Stalder

Capricorn Records

Grab a fork and sit yourself

fect? Did they need to make the
songs longer? Maybe they’re

trying to put the listener to
sleep.

more spoken than sung) and funky
ies. And when combined
with its trademark trumpet playing, the content creates the very

— Shannon Mortensen

very
their own — with seemingly
little effort.

lot, building

against “Sad
and Waltzes,”
which sounds just as it reads — but

lic consumption yesterday .

aks mated

CAKE’s style is difficult to.cat- jazz
The
egorize and that’s the point: It’s
. music that matters, not where

it fits.
The songs are fun, intelligent
and catchy without
ing on
a“this is what CAKE should sound
like” formula.
“Fashion Nugget” leads the lis-

”

“]

MY

while you shop in K-Mart. The
lyrics, though understandable,
are often rather simpleand don’t
cover any ground that hasn’t
been covered before.
The music on “Ride” is mel-

low and could be categorized
with the likes of Michael Bolton.
Subjects ofthe songs
from

the usual espousing of
love to
the conflict between different
cultures. The fifth track, “The
fringingon American Indians.
The musical ability of the
band is notable. The fourth
track utilizes a mandolin
which
brings Bruce Hornsby
to mind.

a sharp contrast

down, because the new album from

that were played at junior high
*s heard
dances or music

Great Divide,” attempts to delve
into the issue of the settlers in-

fused a myriad of styles into one all

CAKE
“Fashion Nugget”

about:as interested in singing
as Bob Dole is in helping the

they trying for a dramatic ef-

tener through 14 tracks of a musical puzzle, complete with
insightfully goofy lyrics (which are

gether as a deliberate show for
the industry rather than because
that’s what they want to play. But,
probably not.
Regardless ofthe bands motives,
the band has created a commendable second effort that is just frostingon the ...

and talented musicians, who have

A

one big skip (then remembers
they are listening
toa CD). Are

be throwing so many styles to-

CAKE.
esseofnce
anEach musical slice uncovers
versatile
of theseion
other dimens

variety show this album ain’t.
Vocalist
Marcy Mays sounds
working class. Scrawl has a
habit of repeating just about
-every other line over and over
to the point where the listener
wonders if the record
was just

rvades the album. It is one of
disdain for the practice of labeling bands and of the music industry in general.
It seems as though they may

Clean. That’s the first
thought the listener will have
when listening to “Ride.”
The lyrics on all the tracks
are enunciated and steer clear
ofany sexual or drug references.
Those aren’t common characteristics of most popular bands.
Despite
the musical talent dieplayed on “Ride,” the music
was not especially impressive.
Many of the may songs remind
the listener of the slow songs

Vocals on track two, “I’m On

Dinosaur
>

Sofa” will cause smirks and smiles,

while the music takes on a life ofits
own — it’s what would happen if
“Happy Days” merged
with “Hee
Haw” on MTV's “120 minutes.”
Its cover of the °70s hit “I Will

Cc
points for musical talent, butit

Orleans, a band formed more

than 20 years ago and the group
that produced “Still the One,” has
a new release, “Ride.”

won't sway the listener enough
to grade in pea
a

— Christine Truesdale
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From the heart of Dixie

Queen Ida brings Creole-style music to HSU
The 72-year-old performer defined
Zydeco inthe LakewoodSenU
tinel as “traditional Creole and
~ Cajun music — mostly polkas and
For a night of sizzlin’, foot- waltzes —
stompin’, cajun/creole dancin’, combined
a7
straight from the heart of Louisi- with rock,

sic for all ages. That’s the beauty of
Zydeco.”
Everywhere Queen Ida performs, from Carnegie Hall to “Saturday Night

Ry Sodines lekson

form.

Ida was born in Lake Charles,
La. and moved to San Francisco in

the 1940s.

It wasn’t until after raising three
children and driving a school bus
full time that Ida received her recShe was dubbed

Ida”in

the 1970s by the San Francisco
Chronicle and soon became a
Grammy award winnjng musician,
touring Europe and spending 200
nights
a year on the road
in the

United States and Canada.

reggae,
country

a

ee

westernand
blues.”
Zydeco
requires no
particular

Sie

ta

aa

following
grows by
leaps and
bounds.
Each year
brings new
opportuni-

ys)
iO

a

eat

her

e

ties for film,

dance style.
The simple rhythms make it ac-

cessible
so evena first-timelistener
can barely resist the urge to move.

On stage she’s said to be a dynamo by devout Zydeco fans, strut-

ting and dancing while she sings

With the addition of Myrick
“Freeze” Guillory, Queen Ida’s success
growing.
He has become a featured performer helping Ida spread Zydeco
around the world, playing accor-

Queen ide and her son, Myrick “Freeze” Guillory will
music is oll about Friday at the Van Duzer Theatre.

and plays her accordion, wearing dionand showing offhis song-writrhinestones and the brightest of ing talents.
Also performing is the Savoycolors.
“Her shows are always a sell- Doucet Cajun Band, which was
out,” said Scott Rappaport from formed in 1988, featuring accorCenter Arts. “It’s great dance mudion maker Marc Savoy, his wife

Anne Savoy, singer accordionist
and guitarist and Michael Doucet,

a Creole cooking pro in her cookbook/autobiography, “Cookin’

fiddler and singer from BeauSoleil.

With Queen Ida: Bon Temps Cre-

In addition to her success as a

See Cajun,
page 24

performer, Queen Ida proves
to be

.
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*MAJOR NEW RELEASES ON SALE FOR 2 WEEKS
"LARGEST SELECTION OF NEW CDs IN THE AREA
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,
*FRIENDLY SERVICE
"TERRIFIC SELECTION OF USED CDs
"BUY, SELL, TRADE USED CDs
"TICKETS AVAILABLE FOR MOST LOCAL SHOWS
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The Certificate Program in Ecotourism Planning & Management offers a course of study for
people interested in careers in che rapidly growing field of ecological courism. Career opportunities exist in federal and state natural resource management agencies, local government,
private consulting firms, non-governmental organizations (ngos), tour companies and ecolodges.

The Certificate Program will be composed of three courses equivalent to a total of 10 semester
units of academic credit.

Course 1. NRPI «218: Introduction to
Ecotourism Planning & Management
$350 + $90 for opt 3 units credit
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ana, Queen Ida and her Zydeco
Band can’t be missed.
Ida Guillory’s
oldest son, Myrick
“Freeze” Guillory and the SavoyDoucet Cajun Band will also per-
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Downsize this: ‘Roger and Me’ star dishes it out
* Contiaved
from pege 21
entirely.
Moore got the idea from a
plan carried out by Pat
Buchanan in the Nixon administration to discredit Nixon’s
primary opponent
Pete
McCloskey (an anti-war Re-

publican)
by giving him phony
contributions from gay, left-

wingand militant black groups
and then publicizing it.
Another of Moore's favorite
targets is corporate welfare.

Moore first writes about
how much more we spend on
corporate welfare than on welfare for the poor and then lists

particularly egregious examples,
such as Exxon taking a $300 million tax deduction on the settlement it paid for the Exxon Valdez
oil spill or Martin Marietta receiv-

ing$1 billion from the federal government to cover the costs of moving several factories to Mexico.

He also writes derisively about
unions, especially Douglas Fraser,

whosat on the board of Chrysler in
the 1980s to be a “watchdog” for

the UAW.
Moore notes
on the board
factories and
workers.
“Remind

that
during his time
Chrysler
23
fired over 50,000
me to never ask this

Queen Ida -

selves.
guy to watch my house while I’m
One is “The People vs. Sataway,” Moore writes.
urday Night Live.” He wants
Moore thinks Americans havea
every writer and performer
lot of pent up hatred left over from
from SNL over the past 16
the end of the cold war, not having
Russians to hate anymore. So he - years to be forced to watch every episode since 1980. Then
offers several suggestions.
forced to do it again.
One is to invade Switzerland,
Those without a good ex“Just once I'd like to see these
wimps get involved in a real war. | planation for these shows will
be “taken away.”
think if we just announced tomorObviously Moore’s sense of
row that we were going after their
humor is intact and this book
yodeling asses, we'd see just how
‘neutral’ they are.”

Moore writes that he is a big fan

of Chinese show trials and suggests several he would like to see if
we ever start the tradition our-

is perfect for — who =
laugh and especially for
a
wwe need a good fix of
Michael Moore before his next
television series starts.

ole Recipes (and stories) from the

Queen of Zydeco’ Music.” It features zesty dishes such as seafood

gumbo and Queen Ida’s roux.
Fans of Queen Ida will be happy
to note that a cooking class, taught
by Ida herself, will be given Thursday at 6 p.m. in Nelson Hall East.
The Louisiana-style Cajun/

Zydeco Festival will be held Friday at 8 p.m. in the Van Duzer
Theatre.
Tickets are $17 for general ad-

mission and $13 for students and
seniors.

For more information call

CenterArts at 826-3928.
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Transfer adds power to cross country team
her season
in the top 10 of the

By Byse Comacine
After losing several members of
last year’s team, the HSU women’s

cross country team had a few holes
to fill. Luckily, someone capable of

filling one of those holes found her
way up to the North Coast.’
For some athletes, finding success in their sportisjusta

matter
of finding the right

conference. After that, she was on

really looking forward to it,” she

the move again, this time to College of the Redwoods.
Finally, Lupica’s journey has
come to an end at HSU.
Although this is her first year
running for HSU, Lupica’s work
ethic seems to be rubbing off on
the rest of the team.
“When the rest of the team gets

said prior to the race.
With the combination ofa good
work ethic and being back in a
team atmosphere, Lupica finished
as the top runner for HSU. She
placed seventh overall.
“I was happy with my first race,”
she said. “It was nice to be running
with a team again.
3
“I went outa little easy and I was

ready torun, other peoplearelook-

hesitant on the hill, but I

placetogotoschool.For “When it comes time for practice, |am = "="Although
2 comfortable
race.”
running with
things seem to be falling always ready to do every workout, even —_atcamihelpedher, she said,
the team atmosphere won’t
hard.”
be
to
going
is
it
know
!
if
ofmilesand
into Pa
really sink in until the team

junior Natalie Lupica,

three other schools behind her, Lupica has

ended up at HSU, right
where cross country Coach Dave
Wells wants her.

“Natalie is going to be one of the
keys to the success of the team,”
Wells said.
Lupica, who is from Garden
Grove, started running in high

school, where she made it to the
CIF meetand wasall-league
intrack

After high school, Lupica attended Azusa Pacific. From there
KEITH SHEFFIELD
/ LUMBERJACK STAFF

Natalie Cupica ted HSU to « third-place finish at the Humboldt Invitetional
Saturday with her seventh-piace showing ie 19 minutes, 38 seconds for 3.1 miles.

NATALIE LUPICA
ing to her to see how she is preparing,” Wells said. “Natalie is a very
intense runner. In both competition and practice, her ability to focus is a great attribute.”
“When it comes time for practice, I am always ready to do every
workout, even if I know it is going

to be hard,” Lupica said. “I like
competition, I am a competitive
person.”
The first meet of the season,

the state meet in 1994, where she

Saturday’s Humboldt Invitational,
was an important one for Lupica.
“I haven’t competed on a team

placed 26th overall and finished

since I was at Saddleback,
I am

she transferred
to Saddleback College. At Saddleback
she made it to

starts to travel.

child development junior

Lupica’s goals for ‘the
season are very clear.
“I hope to add to the
team. As far as making it to nationals, that is my ultimate goal,” she
said.
This year’s west regional and
national meets will be held at the
Beau Pre Golf Course in
McKinleyville. Having the course
so close to home will help the team
members
get a feel for their race
when the regionals come around,
Lupica said.
“I am looking forward to having
the national meet at home.” she
said “It should make it easier on us

without having to travel.”

Quarterback on pace for record season
yards.
This season, the Lumberjacks stumbled
early, losing to Montana Tech 20-7 in their
season opener. However, Shipe was still
able to pass for 228 yards against the
Orediggers.
“We were really disappointed (with the
loss). We thought we could do better,” Shipe
said. “We made a lot of mental mistakes.
“We had a team meeting, and we decided
it was best to forget about the last game. We
knew we had to go back and beat Western
Montana.”
In Saturday’s contest with Western Montana, Shipe connected with flanker Dennis
Johnson twice for touchdowns as HSU

by Mickwol Plast
(UMBERUACK STAFF
It’s not just his ability to throw a football
that has earned quarterback Chris Shipe

respect from players and coaches alike — it’s
his talent as a communicator.
“He's very articulate and is able to project
confidence,” Coach Fred Whitmire said.

“I’ve had a couple of players come up to me
and tell me they had never heard a quarterback give so much information
so precisely,
without
any panic.”
“I think my strengths include being able
to communicate,” said Shipe, a physical
“or senior. “Just knowing the players
elps.

Shipe's

been evident
Pry
8

with his teammates has

in the first two games of the

ypc
gmt
. Shipe appearsto be on paceto

beat HSU’s single-season
passing record of
cae yards, set in 1994 by Shanon

Qvarterhadh
ka “Tthehe‘larecks’
with

winning

t Wester eu
ege
y
erd
Set
ds
yar
20
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20
of
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ted
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Chl Ships com
Western Mentone
t
ies
eqs
9-6 win eaofsuRoredwcad Bowl,

UC Davis.He
inst
Shipe saidof tion and 348
hanttm chceee
oe oe
iaiea
record. I was more concerned 31-31 tie.

pr

”

baligames.”

tostartlastyearcame
$8-21 loss to Western Montana. Shipe went 26 of 44 with one intercep-

led the ‘Jacks to a 37-1Swin over Asusa

Pacific,
where he completed 12 of 13
— including
two for touchdowns — for 219

routed the Bulldogs, 36-6. Shipe completed
16 of 21 passes for 200 yards.
“We played
a good ballgame, ran the ball
well and kept them off
balance,” Shipe said.
Whitmire praised Shipe’s abilities.
“He's got great vision on the field and alot
of

. He runs this offense well,”

Whitmire said.
“He's ahead of where he was at this time
_ lastyear,” Whitmire said. “If he has the kind

Soo Sipe,
prego 28

, Sept. 18, 1996
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e If that’s the way the HSU

football team is going to treat
the # 1 team in the N
who
needs scholarships? —
e Ihear Coach Fred Whitmire
has been asked by the military
to send Juan Viramontes
to the
Persian Gulf to intercept
Iraqi
missiles.

minican College on Saturdayat
the Redwood
Soccer Tourna-

ment, but I'd like to see who

would win a fight between the
schools’ mascots, the Pacific
Boxers and the Dominican
Penguins.

¢ The Dallas Cowboys
would

beamuch better football team if

ers decided
they would

do

something nice for allthose | | against Bulldogs

C
who cheer on
their team in below-freezing
weather every year.
e The U.S. hockey team
spent the weekend pretending
ee
in
the game, defeating
the World Cup finals.
e After seeing that Cigar won
a horse race in 1 minute, 47

seconds for 1 1/8 miles, I don’t
feel v0 good about my 4:38 mile
time.
football score of
e
State 56, Tabor
Peru
week:
the
0.

e Since everyone is 80 keen
on talking about Roger Maris’

The football team rebounded from a 20-7 loss
against Montana Tech with
of NAIA topa36-6 battering
ranked Western Montana at
home on Saturday.
Juan Viramontes was
defennamed the conference

from Taylor, Arrow, Xonodu, Rusty, Stretch and More!

- Wet Suits:
rom tion, Wal, Rip Core, utr ond Bebong
* Skateboards -

from Think, Consolidated, Sonte Cruz, Adrenalin, Sector 9 and More!

* Snowboards -

sive player of the week after

aoe
one which he ran
including
back a school-record 99
Also
yards for a touchdown.
contributing to the ‘Jacks’

from Joyride, Harvest, Morrow, GNU, Lib Tech, Arrow and More!

_
* Clothes |
From Rip Cur, O'Neil, Billabong, Rusty, Rary, Vokcom ond More!

was Shawn Wilson,
defense

a sack,
who had 10tackles,
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TOW

HSU

COMMUNITY

NEHALL'
R CALENDER

Date: Wednesday, September 25, 1996

1031 H St. ¢ Arcata ° 822-3450

Time: 3:00 to 4:30 p.m.

Location: Kate Buchanan Room.
University Center
Facilitation: Or. Colleen Mullery
Associate Professor School of
Business & Leonomics

TAKE AN ACTIVE PART IN THE |.
FUTURE OF H.S.U.01!

G20 i street, arcata
(between hensel hardware and the brewery)
(707) 822-0191

COME EXPRESS YOUR OPINIONS
WHERE THEY WILL BE HEARDII!
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Wood Chips

Shipe

° Continued from pege 27

° Continued
from page 25

record, how about this tidbit: If

Mark McGwire were to play a
full season at the pace he has hit

Neal

Wi TAThe ool e

R

i a

Mi

Surgery / Medicine
Vaccinations
Geriatrics

hit his 500th home run, but the

internet
has taken over
our lives:
Pete Oviatt, a former All-Ameri-

e The

Colorado

Rockies

should arrange a contest with

ORV

er euce

ee

back I’ve oe

¢ Another sign that the

club, trackcity.com, based on
their site on the World Wide
Web.

Own

team’s respective season. I’m

betting on the Rockies.
e ite great that Eddie Murray

Carolyn, ranin Saturday's cross
country race in McKinleyville
attached to their newly founded

Spay /Neuter
Pet Food & a

of year he did last year, he'll

home runs in 1996, he would
hit 68 homers.

canrunnerat HSU, andhis wife,

Dentistry

which team has the highest scoring average at the end of each

the Denver Broncos to see

could beas

guy has less personality than
Bob Dole.
¢ Well, Tiger Woods choked

uy

wrt)

ment, so he is officially a pro;
just ask Greg Norman.
¢ The women’s soccer team
will travel to Colorado to play
Regis University on Friday,
then will move on to a sweat
shop in Taiwan to meet up with
Kathie Lee.

Central

Ave

McK

infleywille,

CA

Shipe said he had a few
goals for the season. Among
them was to go undefeated.
Although that goal is now
unattainable, Shipe said his
ultimate goal is to help
HSU’s football program gain
respect
among
other
schools.
“I’m just taking one week
at a time,” Shipe said.

ut

Classified Ads Work!
Believe it or not.

S5S19

This

is how

ete 8) Student

Sten enen

terback that’s been ia
HSU.”

much
has

Say

over

the

their

average
education

Skene

glass

pint

pitcher

$.75 $1.80 $3.50

$1.25 $2.26 $5.50

quar-

goals.”

839-9414
1781

as any

the season, Whitmire said,
“Although I can’t speak for
(Shipe), he’s the kind of guy
who probably would set
aside personal
goals for team

in the Quad City golf tourna-

dn Le,

WWW

here. He

When asked if Shipe had
talked to him about goals for

be
as

be as good as any quarter-

Don't be a voiceless automaton!
Join the Associated Students and give a little back
for all that HSU gives you.
Council positions open for:
e 2 Arts and Humanities Representatives
¢ 1 Professional Studies Representative
¢ 1 Behavioral and Social Science Representative
e 1 Graduate Representative
e 1 Public Relations Coordinator
Come by the Assoctated Students Business Offices in the

South Lounge for details and applications, or call 826-4221

Educate Yourself!

Educate Others!

ASS

Wodecsday, Sept. 18 1996

More

Madness

nee

Below, et left, ‘Jacks Francisco
Rubalceva
(131) and Luis Rivera lead
UC Davis Aggies Mark McManus (159)

PHOTOS BY KEITH SHEFFIELD /
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Humboldt State University Presents:
Featuring, as our Keynote Speaker, Todd King of The
Covey LeadershipCenter

founded by Steven R. Covey, author of The Seven Habits of

Highly Effectiv People

eadership Conference
“Achieving Leadership Skills for the 2ist Century”
Saturday,
epee

ORR

ae

Buchanan

October
Sele
Room

p.m

19, 1996
Fee:

$8.00

University

Cent

Sa

Deadline for credit: Monday, September 23, 1996 $2.00 add fee
to sign-up: Monday, October 14, 1996
Last day
@

For more info. please stop by the Clubs Offince in the

University Center or call: 826-3776

“

| Sponsored by the Activities Coordinating Board and the College of Professional Studies
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Clips

ings. Luis Rivera led the ‘Jacks

and Courtney Cannizzaro finished
14th and 15th, respectively, for
the "Jacks.
ESPs
The women’s race was won by
Kirsten Kabo of UC Davisin a

with his sixth-place finish ina time

time of 19:02.

tional at Beau Pre Golf Course in

McKinleyville.
Running back Percy McGeealso
garnered honors, being named
NCACo offensive player ofthe week
after rushing
for 91 yards and scoring two touchdowns against the
Bulldogs. The *Jacks tallied 509
yards of offense in the win. .
The "Jacks (1-1) will travel to
Azusa Pacific for a 6 p.m. game
Saturday.

C

cou

itr strong reece
The men’s and women’s cross

country teams opened their season with impressive performances
at Saturday’s Humboldt Invita-

The men finished second behind UC Davis in the team standof 33 minutes, nine seconds over
the 10-kilometer(6.2-mile) course.

Captains Francisco Rubalcavaand
Luke Roundy finished ninth and
13th, respectively, to round out

the team’s top three.
Les Stoklosa of Asics won the
men’s race with a course record of
32:04.
°
The women finished third as a
team behind UC Davis and Seattle

player of the week after scoring

two goals and anassist in three

games. Goalkeeper Julie Raup allowed no goals in the ‘Jacks’ 1-0

and 4-0 shutouts against Pacific
and George Fox, respectively. The
‘Jacks (2-1-1) will travel to Colorado to take on Regis on Friday
and Northern Colorado on Sun-

Both teams will travel to

Modesto for Saturday’s Stanislaus
Invitational.

day.The men’s team split: two games

Theta toutsmanent

at home

last weekend, beating Bentley, 2-

1, before losing to Dominican by
the same score. Armando Avila
scored the winning goal against

Both the men’s and women’s

soccer teams came away from last

Bentley, raising his conference-

weekend’s Redwood Intercolle-

Pacific. Transfer Natalie Lupica

giate Soccer Tournament with

leading point total to 10. The "Jacks

some success, with the women tak-

(2-2) also lead the conference in

led the way with her seventh-place
showing
in a time of 19:38 for five
kilometers (3,1 miles). Shelly Niro

Finney was named conference

goals scored. The team will travel
to Seattle to play Seattle Pacific on
Friday and Seattle University on

ing the championship trophy.
HSU

midfielder

Shannon

ital Sate
Sunday.

rey at 1-3

The volleyball team started the

Snapple Redwood tournament on
a good note, beating Gannon in
three games before losing to
Bakersfield
State, Central Wash- .
ington and San Bernardino State
to finish the tournament witha 1-3
record.
:

Freshman Maegan Thomas was
named to the All-Tournament
team, while junior Jenn Lundeen
moved into third placeon the HSU
career kills list with 721.
The ‘Jacks (4-11) will travel to
Pomona this weekend for the Cal
Poly Classic.

How many
bongs were
confiscated
this week?
Turn to UPD

=o

(

WRoasterSyv
aie

he

' Onlv

Coffee

Clips on page
4 and find out

Roacter!

M.0.M.'S Laundromat Valley West Center, Arcata
(Next to Round Table Pizza)

Contest Rules Posted at M.0.M.'s Drawing to be held Sept 30, 1996

newest feature!
— the weekly

Bong Tally!

“I have known Joyce for a long time
and am familiar with her law career in
Humboldt County. I have seen her

SOT CE

UA aGERS

demonstrate honesty, —o

and

compassion in dealing
legal matters.
She is extremely experienced and

KOR

JUDGE

with The
Lumberjack’s

intelligent. I will, with confidence, vote for
herin Nove
andmb
er
I urge
others wa

&

&

$

a

ae

Joyce Hinrichs (center) joined by supporters at the 1996 Atalanta’s

ee,

I have
I have worked together, and
and ce
“Joy

no hesitation in supporting her as our Judge.”
William Daniel, Professor, Humboldt State University

a

so as well.”
Katie Knight

cnet eee
nraeingmen

=

. eatin’

Gayle Karshner, local historian and author.

P.0.
Box 4689 « Arcata, CA 96616 » (707) 622-0720 « Paid for by the Committee to Elect Joyce Hinrichs Judge Marilyn Lewle, Treasurer 100 981781
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Trimester system must be

examined carefully
A old adage
must be kept in mind while the rapes trimester system is —_
considered: “Look before you leap.”
The administration
has

the trimester

asa

measure which would add flexibility to the university’s curriculum. Indeed, adopting
such a policy would be a bold move for HSU, but there are still many unanswered
questions.

Willaschool
that has become so accustomed to the semester system be able to make
the necessary adjustments?
A large number of programs already in place would have to be scrutinized
extensively to see if they could adapt to a trimester system.
While
a good number of university employees work year-round, would HSU be

able to employ the staff that normally works for nine months on a year-round basis?
Also, howwill the federal financial’ aid programs be altered to meet the school’s new

schedule?

One of the stated advantages is that the faculty would have more flexibility in their
teaching. The length ofeach trimester in the proposed system would be 13 weeks, as

opposed to the 15 weeks which now exist under the semester system. Assuming
how can a professor have more “flexibility”
in his
courses
will last only one trimester,
or her teaching schedule with two weeks less to teach their material?

The most important question, however, is why exactly is the trimester system being
motive behind such a proposal?If
considered?
What is the administration’s primary

the answer is increased revenue, how will the money the school makes be increased

and in what way will it be spent?
A step has been taken in the right direction by calling for a Town Hall Meeting at
the Kate Buchanan Room next Wednesday at 3 p.m. to discuss some of the specifics
of the proposal. It is hoped the administration will bring the answers to these
questions to that meeting.
Weare not condemning the trimester system proposal. We are merely asking the
it.
administration to make sure all of these issues are addressed before implementing
i

We want to make sure that the students of HSU, those who will be most affected by
the proposed changes, are both completely informed and have a voice in the matter.

Letters
to the editor
Please leave

the fains would startand the trash
would be washed away.

L.A. behind

“That’s true,” I said, “but the

point is that recycling is better
than littering.”
The male said that it didn’t

I was walkingmy dog onagravel
bar along
the Mad River.
In front

make much difference since

of me were two women and a man

Mother Nature was going to recycle anyway.
To those three students and
anyone else who thinks their way,
Mother Nature does indeed recycle, but she takes a long, long
time to do the job. Better we do it
forher since she is very busy with
other problems
like smog in L.A.
Also, if many of us had
he your
attitude, this pristine country
would be like Santa Monica.
You should consider checking
your L.A. attitude at the
Humboldt
County line. Youmay

sitting on the sand enjoying the

warm sun. Beside them were two

Dig

TEP

OnE Nee

“Sa the females was wearing
a Long Beach shirt and munching
downahand
full of fries. The other

female was wearing a swimsuitand

mace
ib ote
ioe,

Imoved about $0 yards up river

with my dog and found a sandy

cacan bor tea

place to sit down. As tossed sticks

it is the way we are.
nena

into the water for the dog to retrieve,
the threesome got up and

hindft thrfod he tdhadedheleftef emptheir
ther Bebags

~ When they approached, asked,
“Aren't you going to pickup your
trash?”

The male student said no, and

ea

ey

ry

oe

our
es

aes

all right inin LA. ree
is
up
here.
forthe country and
the people should be important
during your brief stay.
-

John W. DeLodder
alternative dispute resolution
graduate student

to be introduced
to HSU.

Prank insults
American Indian

This unfortunate incident was
brought to the attention of the

An utter lack of common courtesy, understanding and basic in-

telligence occurred recently in
Cypress Hall.
Tine shveiienieibade
living
adviser (LGA) masas American Indians.
They splashed
on war paint and
wore feathers.
They notonly made
~ it out their doors, but also made it
outin
public.
Gy

Indian stu-

dent and friend, who happenedto
see these people, tried to

to them that what they were
ee
tae
Lane

i

or

My Siete oil tried to ask chee
aeinls 2 a.
Gals cartanen.
Four hours later, the students
obliged after they were again told
that what they were doing was insensitive
and offensive.
I don’t see how the actions of
these students can be toleratedin
an institution
of higher learning. It

saddens me even more that an
LGA was involved
in something

like this. An LGA is supposedto

set an example for residents, most

_ of whom are freshmen,
and this is

not the right way for new students.

people in charge. As of now, my
friend has just been given the run-

I missed The Lumberjack in the
winter and spring.
:
Al Williams
Lockheed

around. It seems that HSU just

wants to sweep this entire episode
under
the rug.
Iam
at the lack of action
takenby the resident
hall authori-

ties. However,
this insult has been

to theattention ofmany of
the American Indian students on
campus. It will not be simply for-

gotten.
If the bureaucracy
of HSU fails
to recognize
an obvious grievance
made by its students,
actions can

be taken outside the school if necessary.
Corey Gray
_, Rae OE oped

eatmener

Editor's note: The Lumberjack

had no on-line editor for spring
‘96. This semester's
issues will
be uploaded
to our web site.

policy

sarees
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Lumberjack online
up and running
I am glad to see The Lumberjack back on-line. Moe
father,” I was able to amaze the

team members last fall with my

knowledge
of goings-on and procedures on campus. I highly valued the ability to keep up with the
team.
‘
aN

one

ata
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Twelve ways to improve

only two primary ways of disposing of the baggage left
behind after a soul shuffles
off this mortal coil.
The first is burial, a nifty
idea in theory but pretty unpractical in reality. There’s only so much
room to bury people, especially with the growing population the
world is experiencing.
The second is cremation, a much more practical method of
disposal but still relatively boring unless you slap the ashes on the
front side of a rocket and launch them skyward.
My stepfather once told me he wanted to have a Viking funeral in
the middle of the San Francisco Bay.
This is the kind of thing we need more of. Not only would I go to
that funeral, I'd probably have fun at it. It’s not every day you see a
Viking ship cruising the bay with everyone wearing horns on their

.
helmets.
I think anyone who was ever passionate about anything should

:

come up with something better than dropping a decaying body in
the ground and waiting for the worms to crawl in. For example,
athletes could have their ashes inserted into a football to be used in

a real game. You get the idea.
get off the being afraid ofdeath kick and realize that
People netoed

TS

we all snuff it sometime. Remember, fun should be had from womb

Rot
+ SNPES

to tomb and sperm to worm.

Bincns

ethno
ee
ns

te

a
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out with “what's your sign” or “if

rived off a cat walk or the set of

woz

a

to a club with black lights. The

same goes for cowboy attire.
3. Don’t stand in a huddle of
other desperate guys and point.
This tramples the approachability
that you want girls to feel. And the
whole “look at me and my buddies,
we're so cool” attitude just reeks

high school.

4. Don’t wear more make-up than
the girl your scamming on, and
don’t flaunt your long flowing hair.
There’s a difference between confidence and vanity, the latter always loses.
5. Don’tbathein your after-shave
or cologne. Ifa girl starts sneezing
when you walk past, you've gone
too far. Moderation is key here.

6. Don’t get so drunk that you

can’t hold a conversation. I know,

drinking lowers your inhibitions

Don’t keep your hands in
your pockets the whole
night — what are you
doing in there?

said you had a really good body,
would you hold it against me?”
We won’t laugh and think that’s
cute.
8. Don’t dance. This rule is flexible. Ifyou are one bad-ass, superfly dancer, then hit the floor. If
you’rejust OK or youtook “dance
PE” in high school, stand still. Let
the mystery be.
9. Don’t keep your hands in your
pockets the whole night — what
are you doing in there? The benefit of avoiding evena slightly perverted image can’t be underestimated. There’s no hope once the

thought crosses a girl’s mind.
10. Don’t ask for a light. We

“Melrose Place.” You aren’t a

movie star, and you aren’t going to
fool us. Just be a normal, friendly

person. I know it’s a cliché, but
being yourself provides the best
chance for
Overall,
important
oni the big

meeting someone.
number 12 is the most
consideration. Putting
I’m-too-sexy attitude is

more repelling than dancing in a
pool of spilled beer and cigarette
butts barefoot.
The bar scene is one of the few
options for nightlife here. If you
can observe some seemingly obvious guidelines, there is a chance
you'll leave with a phone number
,
and some dignity.
Stop
out.
er
And help a broth
him if you see him violating one of
these rules and show him the path
to enlightenment.

Assignments

Begley is Special

editor of The Lumberjack

umn
Photo opportunities bite ‘Staff Colmm
Les Ka

There wasasmall knot of people

not sure what

you're asking but —_ paren

,
uddled in the quad before acam- _ is that all right?”
raman on a late afternoon as 1 = The student proceeded to ask

end. eee
| walked away,

another

‘dicate

another questionasawhite-haired — suspician
man in shirt sleeves circled the

advertising impersonates life and

m. Small knots on the quad

and here they
cyanin. Phycobilisomes also occur in the Cyanophyta
are usually hemidiscoidal.”
ringerin my
Pd tell you whatit means, but I leftmy secret-decod
other pair of pants.
_ All Ihave to say is my condolences to all you science majors out

rything nowadays.
There was a woman inawheelir in the center of the group.
venaslapproachedherfromthe
I recognized thelong brown

studenttoatleastacknowledgeher
effort even though he was obviouslynotsatisfiedwithheranswer.
—_I was totally absorbed until the
—white-haired man in shirt sleeves

Riggs at the airport.
I can just imagine what Heston
was saying when he thought no
one could hear as he stood next to
Riggs in front of the cheering

ichela Alioto,candidateforCon-

faced us and said, “Now look over

McKinley is that and: what's an

or late are not uncommon.

intrigfu.
cameratakewaspictureso
even thepeople
linis | [Not because
phycobi
nt
predomina
the
lisomes
phycobi
ical
hemispher
“In
phycois
it
somes
phycobili
idal
phycoerythrin, while in hemidisco

there. I envy you not.

‘
~

~~

pn!

pleading look because it doesn’t

lame pick-up line. Kiss your

to my
I was thumbing through a textbook on algae which belongs
roommate, a marine biology major, and came across this passage:

were going to begin charging customers who pay off their entire

monthly balance on time an additional service charge for doing so.
The company’s argument is that since these customers don’t pay
err as a result of paying the balance off every
ae
ers.”
are “free
month,

I sense a frightening trend on the verge of breaking. The next |

aren know, students who receive straight A’s on a report card

a tenth of a GPA point knocked off because they are
will have
considered “nerds.” The earlier you buy a concert ticket, the worse
your seat is, etc.
Some people need to realize that punishment is something which
should be inflicted upon those who do bad things, not those who do

good things.

tie

ents

etie

os

Garland is editor in chief of The Lumberjack. You can e-mail him
at jrg1@axe.humboldt.edu.
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air and stunning features of
:

A certain credit card company announced last week that they

8S

anirtt
s
.

12. Don’t act like you just ar-

aliens, and don’t peer down when

you speak to us. You know what I
mean. Bad idea.

7.Don"t, I

pastonmywaytothenews-

;

Pay later, please ...

She nage

chances goodbye if you even start

exude the drop-dead sexy we're
looking for.
2. Don’t, under any circumwhite socks with your
wear s,
‘ stance
Birkenstocks when you're going

In our culture, there are

&

7. Similarly, don’t try to bum a
smoke.
11. Don’t treat us like we’re

group nervously.

of ourlocal polithis remimended

n
Heston came
leto
when Char
ancl
,the —_ tics
herlookanswer
finished
_Alioto
Frank
up recently and did agig for
invited
with an imploring

came frombehind metothefront,

here Michela and keep talking or

crowd:

(Smiling)

“Which

Arcata? and if you lose I’m gonna

inte neneiia cbauied

The crowd should be bigger, 1

just repeat what youlast saidwhat-

havem

ought, pushing closer.

ever that was because we need a

l S ahad
shot of you from this angle,” and — myagentbecausehav
pl e no cl closeeile and please,
righ
a really lame happy
then he made
aa ee.
~
face.
;
:
Alioto turned and looked cold

Now oes afew of those

at him. She had lost her train of

“a om oy

While the camera on a tripod
lled, she talked toamale student
ho had apparently asked her
her solution to the Headwa-

|tersdilemma. (Thiswasbeforethe

emonstration at Carlotta on

thought. She moved around un-

comfortably on her seat pad.
pt.15.)
“Now, over there,” said shirt
The student 7 his arms
group, “move closer
to sthe
rossed, playing hard to get and sleeve
thie to look as if
ma
we
njoying the spotlight as she tried ~— because
o distill into a few words what —_you’re all interested — smile.”

pehavebeenarguingaboutfor

—_If he wanted the discussion to

10 years. The camera moved fora

look like a pep rally, he shouldn’t

with“... [’m

whose
bunchweremaybetheones

rangle.
After a long, convoluted sen-

nce, she ended up

have told the group what todo
because the only actors in the

photos «8

hae

wae

teeth from alling out and ta be

they'll think we like cial pss
So it turns out that politics ae
hcins core tine” thal
at
5“ a ae oe
< po
oo
aioe we sind pa

s caeit hee eeldhdiet

wharcinoelll

journalists and

politicians?

~ Don't cee tas
Kamm is the opinion editor of
TheL

:

@

your cremated remains into orbit aboard a commercial rocket.
This got me to thinking: Why do we try to make our lives as
interesting and exciting as possible but totally turn off the imagination switch when it comes to dying?
Sure, death is a prospect that many don’t like to consider, but it
happens to everyone at some point. Why not, as they say, go out
“with a bang?” Hell, having my cremated remains blasted into orbit
will proably be the only way
I'll ever make it into outer
space, so why not?

can lift your wallet, she won’t dig
beer breath on her neck and
about it. After going to watch a your
thud of your head against her
band at a club Saturday night, I’ve the lder.
developed a list of serious faux pas shou
repeat don’t, use some
to be avoided when you’re out on
the prowl.
1. Don’t look so obviously out to
score. We don’t like the desperate,

Celestis, Inc., a company in Houston, will shoot a small portion of

know if you smoke you have a
light. Thisisa corollary tonumber

—

scene has become a virtual nightmare for girls and we've got to talk

I recently read somewhere that for the low price of $4800,

Say what?!?

and allows you to approach your
dream girl. Unless she thinks she

OK boys, listen up. The dating

*F

Shuffling off this
mortal coil in style

<a

your chances with women

ti
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Headwaters protest was great, but he wasn’t there
olumn

As the pressure mounted, the spirit was
willing but the flesh just wasn’t ready.
I was 18 in 1965. We all thought that the
Vietnam War was wrong, but nobody I
knew ever burned their draft card or left for

Canada to avoid the draft — didn’t have to.
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ier
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And we never carried placards or marched
in the street — didn’t want to. Anyway, we
thought it wouldn’t make a bit of difference.
out it did ... sort of.
Turned
Fast forward to 1996. The community
editor asked me for a ride to the protest at
Headwaters.
I had read a long article in the San Fran-

and the
about Headwaters
cisco Chronicle
I essenthat was planned, but
huge protest
tially was ignorant of the subject. The days
were ominous.
that followed
On Friday night, Sept. 6, some idiot(s)
trashed John Campbell’s house. He’s the
of Pacific Lumber Co. Campbell
president
then issued a statement that the protestors

wouldn’t be able to meet on PL land at this
year’s protest. Things were getting ugly.
The Timber Ladies announced plans for
their own protest in Eureka on Sunday to

. Was a message to environmentalists
to stay

out of Eureka that day.

Pacific Lumber’s owner, Charles Hurwitz,

then issued a statement that PL would begin
“salvage logging” the day after the Sunday

protest and that made me think that all the
wrong people have the power.
A group of rabbis announced plans to

Hurwitz,
who is Jewish, to do the
right thing for the world and stop the log‘ging. Knowing Hurwitz, he'll probably

launch a hostile takeover of the Jewish faith.

That morning I sawa handmade sign over
the freeway that said something
about Headwaters, but someone had scratched off some
of the words. The sign’s meaning was lost,

but the message was clear: no statement
anywhere is going unchallenged.
While in the newsroom, I was asked why

I was going to the protest.
I’m driving, I said.
But you don’t care about that place, do

you? he said.

Actually, I said, if Headwaters were lev-

eled, it wouldn’t make a hell of a lot of
difference because the world would still go
on.
The hell it would, said someone else who
was listening.
Headwaters isn’t vital to our existence, I
said — it’s only that those trees are a symbol

to many people of a last stand against greed.
Symbol my ass, someone said, once those

trees are gone, then there ain’t no more.
If you owned that land, wouldn’t you

want to have the right to do anything you
wanted? I was asked.
Yes, but I'd sell before I'd cut, I said.
The Headwaters story was on CBS news
that evening. They projected that 5,000 pro-

testers would show up.
There was a plan around the newsroom
the next morning to try and make some
press passes so we wouldn't be mistaken for
people who care one way or the other about,
trees.

Hypocritical attitudes toward labor
The followingts quoted matter from “The

Global Citizen” by Donella Meadows, adjunct pro-

fessor of environmental studies at Dartmouth College. It was sentto The Lumberjackby Tom Borgers
who is professor of chemistry at HSU.
_

For some reason we still celebrate Labor

Day, though corporations are downsizing, labor
unions are losing membership, and the stock mar-

ket rises when people get fired. Those of us who

still have jobs, or want to, wonder whether anyone

in charge cares about labor anymore.
There are 127 million working people in
this country, of whom 7.6 million hold two jobs.
About 38 million jobs are only part time. And 35
million year-round full-timejobs don’t pay enough
to support a family.

The oficial number employed is 7.3 mil-

lion, but the real number is about twice that, if you

count the folks who have given up looking and
those who can only find part time jobs.

Thirty million of us hold professional

jobs, including: 1.8 million engineers, 401,000

scientists, 87 1,000 doctors, 2.3 million other health
care workers, 765,000 college professors, 3.9 mil-

lion teachers, and 756,000 lawyers.

Farming, forestry, and fishing occupy
3.4 million of us.
Eight million are machine operators and
assemblers. Average real wages for these production workers in 1993 were less than what they were
in 1973.
In retail trade there are 19 million of us,

who earn less than $10,000 a year, mostly with no
benefits. Our 1.1 million bank tellers and clerks
earn an average of $8.19 per hour and are rapidly
being replaced by machines.
Numbers like these raise doubt about
the assertations that welfare recipients can just go
to work. It would take millions of jobs to get all
able-bodied adults off welfare. Two million adults
already work full-time and remain at poverty level.

If work is the solution to poverty, and I hope itis,
then it’s going to take more than preaching and
punishment to get everyone to work.
Just wait, growth will make jobs, they
say. But we've had enormous economic growth
since 1979, while one-third of American house-

holds experienced at least one job loss, and twothirds of the fired workers could only find another job at lower pay.
That’s ok, they say, downsizing in-

creases profits, which makes growth in the future. And so in the last five years our large
companies have fired on average 10 to 20 percent of their work force. Just five companies —
IBM, AT&T, GM, Sears, and GTE — laid offa

total of 324,60 workers between 1991 and 1994.

Each of these unemployed workers cost the government an average of $29,000 in benefits and
tax loss.

And, guess what, not even half the

downsized companies realized increased profits. They realized headaches. The corporate
press is now full of articles about how to deal
with the remaining workers, who tend to be

inexperienced, overloaded and — surprise! —

not loyal to the company.

And NAFTA seems to be producing a
net loss of U.S. jobs, and when enviros stop
much of the logging in Oregon, the unemployment rate went down.
I’m sorry, but I’ve stopped listening to

what people in power say about labor. I think
as acode word, meanuse “jobs”
they knowingly
ing “money forme but I’m pretending it’s money

they haven’t any idea,
for you.” And I suspect
of the
and talents
to put to use the energy
really,

people of America so we can do what just about

every one of us longs to do — produce work we

can be proud of, while earning enough to support ourselves and our families.

Compiled by Tiffany Lee-Youngren.

Friday
. 13 — a PL spokesman said
that they would delay logging for two weeks.

I was relieved, but I started thinking how

this might encourage the environmentalists
and piss offthe timber employees even more.
I made sure my auto insurarice was cur-

rent and paid up.
Sunday, Sept. 15 — protest day.
The first rain in a long time fell the night

before. The phone rang and the community

editor told me that
the copy editor
was going
to drive. They said they'd pick me up in an
hour. I said okay.
;
But then I started thinking of the football
games on television,
and the work
I had to
do on my section and the steak that was
defrosting in my refrigerator. I called him
back and canceled.
So I never went to the protest at Headwaters. I watched it on the news that night and
read the Chronicle the next day.
It was peaceful, and I hope some good
will come out of the whole thing for everybody ... including the trees.
Kamm is the opinion editor of The Lum-

berjack,

Core drug study filled
with ‘damn lies’
The article which appeared in
The Lumberjack (Aug. 28) titled
“Student survey shows high rate
of drug use,” was well written. Unfortunately, the Core Alcohol and
Drug Survey itselfwas riddled with
massive errors and cannot be
counted on as a reliable sampling
or sound statistical research. I have
five years experience in the TeleResearch field, have examined the

= &

E

Douglas Lindsey
borders on statistical insignificancy.
Within the article, two different

studies were quoted, one with a
sample of 11,798, and the other

with a sample of 38,715. Where
the heck did this other study come
from? Did it use the same sampling techniques as the Core sur-

survey from the previous year and
questioned David McMurray
vey at HSU?
about the survey used.
Finally, David McMurray said
More than 700 surveys were
he
“... believed the findings were
mailed out to randomly selected
students
and the response rate was conservative, especially for the
only 49 percent. Theoretically, the harder drugs...” are McMurray’s
student answered the questions own beliefs and thoughts creating
and returned the survey. However, a placebo effect?
Are the actual numbers correct
more than one
n could have
filled out the survey, and who can as far as class size are concerned?
tell if the survey was taken seri- Also, I ask that you look at the
ously? And then there is the 32- disproportionately high levels of
cent postage which might have femal e responses.
I submit that the issue of drug
prevented many from responding.
On the whole, this type of mail-in use must be examined. However,

survey is anathema to proper sct- the use of faulty research methods

won't help. Has anyone taken an
Let’s examine the results. The introduction to statistics class in
in of error was plus or minus psychological and counseling ser5 percent, which is acceptable but vices? We have some great statispoor for an overall sample of tics classes here.
Someone once said, “There are
11,798 respondents statewide.
With this wide of an error margin, three types of lies: lies, damn lies
the following statistics are com- and statistics.” For me, that pretty
pletely irrelevant: “Alcohol use, much says it all.
Binge Use, Binge Use Within The
entific research.

Previous Year, Illegal Drug Use: Editor's note: Lindsey isa
of Students Acting For
and Binge.” Also, “Alcohol Use member
Within Previous Thirty Days”

Education (SAFE).

FAST FUNDRAISER-Raise $500
in § days—Greeks, groups, clubs,

OPPORTUNITIES

motivated individuals. Fast, easy—

No financial obligation. (800)862INTERESTED
IN
WATER
POLICYAND WWW? internships
for credit available with the Bay
Delta internet Resource Center.

1982 ext. 33.
ALASKA
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT—Students
needed! Fishing Industry. Earn

up to $3,000-$6,000+ per month.

Contact

Keith

Wagner,

AS

President,
at
826-4221.
Application deadline: Friday,
September 20.

HUM-BOATS

HAS

PROJECTS

AND TRAINING in every aspect
of running a recreation business.
Need people interested in art,
advertising,
administration,
recreation, etc. 444-3048.

INTERNATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL/ HEALTH
company needs a positive,
motivated individual to help with
local expansion.
Must be

interested in working with people
in a positive environment. We are
very interested in applicants with
to schedule
an appointment

$1000's

POSSIBLE

READING

BOOKS.

Parttime. Athome. Toll

free 1(800)-898-9778 ext. R-8201
for listings.

$1000's POSSIBLE TYPING. Part
time.

At home.

Toll free 1(800)-

SKI

RESORTS

AUTOMOTIVE

Begin now.

For info call 301-306-1207.

SEIZED CARS from $175.
Porches, Cadillacs, Chevy's,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps and

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING—
Entry-level & career positions
available
Mexico,

4wd's. Your area. Toll free 1-800898-9778 ext. A-8201 for current

worldwide (Hawaii,
Caribbean,
etc.).

listings.

Waitstaff, housekeepers, SCUBA
dive leaders, fitness counselors,
and

more.

Call:

“-ORSALE

Resort

Employment
Services 1-206-9713600 ext. R60473
BEFORE

RESPONDING

consulting,
repair affordable used
Macs for the Masses!

to

advertisements requesting money be

Jim Elferdink, 677-1946.

sent or giving a credit card number
contact the local Better Business

positions
this winter. Up to $1,500+
in salary & benefits. Call Vertical

PUNK RECORDS AND CD's.

3650 ext. V60472.

Ear up to $2,000+/month working

on cruise ships or land-tour
companies.
World travel.

Seasonal & full-time employment
available. For more information
call 1-206-971-3550 ext. C60474.
TRAVEL
ABROAD
AND
WORK—Make up to $25-45/hr.
teaching basic conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching background
or Asian languages required. For
information call: (206) 971-3570
ext. J60473.

ATTENTION

Alli

TAROT,
ASTROLOGY,
NUMEROLOGY READINGS.
RESOLVE THOSE BURNING
Rain

agp

>

25

years

. $45 perhour. Salina

443-1912.

MC/Visa

accepted.

ke)
ot w gt | Oe ako

VOTE ROB WADE FOR JUDGE
NOVEMBER 5.

BASIC GUITAR
LESSONS. 10

AND

BASS
’

flexible hours, $10 per hour. Call
Jensen, 822-9332.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ENJOY
A 1 1/2 hr MASSAGEin
Arcata. Celebration-special $35
through Sept. 30, 1996. Foot-

BLACK BASEBALL HAT on
bench in Quad Thursday, 2pm.
Has embroided Rainbow Trout on
front. Would really like it back.
Contact gbw1 oom humboidt.edu

TAKE A JOURNEYto the ancient
christian faith-orthodoxy.

prin

PERSONALS

TUTOR AVAILABLE FOR MATH
ENGLISH
AND BASIC SPANISH
Specialty: essay and term paper
writing. 1995 UCLA Grad. Flexible
hours. $10
per hour. Jensen 8229332.

St.

Innocent Orthodox Church begins
her fall inquirer's classes on Sept.
18th at 7:00pm. Call 443-2099

FREE

Reflexology $20, 2nd degree

Reiki. Reidun Olsson CMP 8227247. New location across from

Los Bagels.
DWIGHT

WANTED

ALL STUDENTS!
ORY SHINGLES ready to use for

IS BACK.
Offering
sessions now

table.
Call Dwight Winegar CMP/NHE
822-9869. Offer good thru 9/96.

YOUR
USED
GRAPHIC
CALCULATOR. John, 826-0113.

kindling. Must pickup. 677-9513.
ps

fun. HUM-BOATS, 444-3048.

MATTRESS AND BOXSPRING
WITH FRAME, twin size, 3 years
old. Clean, quality bed. Will give
twin sheets
to buyer! Ali, 826-1689

TUTORING

(206) 971-

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING—

high tide sea kayak events. Much

12/11

like new. $5 each. Tim, 822-6399.

ee

HIRING—Ski

Group:

New and used boats. Full moon,

over the phone, you may want to

resorts are now hiring for many
Employment

SAIL BOATS, SEA KAYAKS,
CANOES, rentals, lessons, sales.

MACS, MACS, MACS. Macintosh

eye Letus help. For more info

898-9778 ext. T-8201 for listings.
HOW

ze

eR

AC

YOURCa

Ft

ASSIFIED

AD

¢ Place ads at University Ticket Office, Nelson Hall East
¢ $5 for 25 words. Student discount (just $2 for 25 words)
¢ Deadiine: 4 p.m. on the Friday before Wednesday publication

AUTO WELLNESS
Our Systems Managed Care Program, using factory parts,
dramatically increases performance and longevity.

Keep

them

all

Factory trained technicianfor
HONDA: GM * TOYOTA > BMW FORD

thinking

year

of

long

you

with

SUBSCRIPTION

(and

us)

a

to

Lumberjack

Cara, Trucks & 4X4's ° Carb Overhaul ¢ Pusl Injection Diagnosis

$7/semester,

lfers,
Ror do-ik-yourse
Self-Help Classes
available!

$12/year

Downtown Arcata

96
-25
822or
(888) ECO-TUNE
Holistic Preventive Maintenance
Gift Certificates Avaliable

City,

Alan Muntec

Mail to:
Humboldt

Consultant/Mastes Technician
Leese

State, ZIP

The Lumberjack,
State University,

Nelson Hall East
Arcata, CA 95521
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§26-3259

300,000
miles out of your car?
Practice
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leadership abilities. Flexibility
and
excellent training. Call 442-6582

WORK IN THE OUTDOORS—
National Parks, Forests, Wildlife
Preserves, &Concessionaires are
now hiring seasonal workers.
Excellent benefits + bonuses! Call:
1-206-971-3620 ext. N60474.

required.

=

(‘ad

PUBLIC
RELATIONS
CODIRECTOR FOR 96-97-$600
stipend per year. Help coordinate
and implement public information
aspect of the Associated Students,
and serve as co-elections
commissioner. Desire student with
a strong interest in student affairs.
Graphics background a plus.

Room and board! Transportation!
Male or female. No experience
necessary. Call (206) 971-3510
ext. A60474.

$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
nels our circulars.
No

3
a IS WEEK
Fishbone, De La Soul and

¢ Club West presents a Kiss
Tribute with ee —_
Portland, Thursday at

ets are $7 advance and $9 at the

door. 444-CLUB.

a

on

Queen Ida and Her Zydeco Band
and Myrick “Freeze” Guillory

and the Savoy

:

27-Oct. 19. 442-NCRT.

Goody Mob will be at the Mateel
Community Center
25 at
5:30 p.m. for an AIDS beashs
charity. Advance tickets are $19
and $20 at the door. 923-DOWN.
¢ Turtle Island String

¢ “Roofers,” a

will be at the Van Duzer

mum

and

students and seniors. 826-3928.

¢ The Sculpture of Lori
Goodman can be seen at the
Humbol
Arts dt
Council

general, $13 for students and seniors. 826-4411.
¢ Humboldt

in Old Town Eureka through Sat442urday.

0278.

PICKS OF THE WEEK
welcome.

¢ North Country Fair Harvest Celebration Saturday and

Tickets
are $2-$5.

Sunday on the Arcata Plaza, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Local music, crafts,
ethnic foods, potter
art and y,
jewelry. Samba Parade presented

826-8636.
¢ Cafe Mokka
hosts Sharena
Muzika, Friday at
8:30 p.m. 8222228
iets

by Samba Do Norte at 3 p.m. Satu rday and the All-Species
Parade, Sunday at 3 p.m. 822-5320.

and Swamis of Soul, Friday;

Sunday, » Singer/songwniter,
singer/
4 ete
Robinson
at 9 p.m. Cover charges
vary. 822-4766.
oa
¢ Sunnyside Pub
Eatery
hosts Delphinium Blue Saturday
night. 822-5493.
¢ Deep Forest Pizza will host
Fat Sack, Thursday
and Acoustic

Cypeien,a, Saturday night. 668-

Hebe'shosts Tempest, aCeltic

rock band, Friday night and
Sebadoh, Saturday. 443-4333.

of Eureka continues its art exhibition,

Sight,”
ViInew
with

artists

Carol Meewis,

Vaughn
Hutchins and
;
Glenn

442-8413.
¢ The Cali-

On Stage

10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Arcata

Veterans Memorial Building.

¢ In a musical theater ae

West Broadway Company will
at the Dell’Arte Studio Theatre
Frid
and Saturda
ay
y at 8 p.m. 6685663.
¢ “Salmon Return,” a play by
Hudson Plumb, will be at the
eee eae
Thee Thee
day through
12. 443-3724.

¢ “Inherit the Wind,” a play

based on the dramatic 1920s

Scopes trial, will be at the North
Coast Repertory Theatre, Sept.

839-5762.
|
for the Very Young,
¢ Nature

Sept. 26, 10-11 a.m. Forages 2-3
accompanied by one adult per

child. $5 per pair. Explore and
enjoy nature together. 826-4479.
¢ The Black Student Union
pres
the Who’s
Whoat
en
HSU,
ts

Sept. 26 at 6 p.m. in the Green

Hall.
and Gold Roomat Founders

825-7801.
¢ Mary Donald’s art exhibi-

tion, “Hybrids in an Oceanic

Dese
beginsrt
Sept.,”
29 at the
:

Windshield Wiper Special
2 Blades $14.95

Exp. 9-27

J

Street,

aa
Arcata

Loaner

|
Bikes

Available
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@
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$13

“In

fornia Native
Plant Society
will have its Native Plant Sale on Saturday from

.

on Thursday; Doug V:

Ink

People Gallery

Revolution will be at Club
West tonight
at 8 p.m. All ages welcome. Tick
are $10
et
advanc
se
and $12 at the door. 444-CLUB.

Back Row Kings
at 7 p.m. All
are

¢ The

¢ Pato Banton
and the

Storefront G.
©

Peetry

be earned. 826-4124.
¢ Herbal Tincture making
workshop, sponsored by the Campus Center for Appropriate Technology, Sept. 25, 5-7 p.m. in the
Buck House. 826-3551.
¢ Arcata’s Master Composters
haveacomposting workshop Sept.
28, 2-3:30 p.m. at the Arcata
Educational Farm on Old Arcata

in Arcata.

442-0278,

Jam

at

the

Humboldt
Bay Coffee Co. Sept.
26, 7:30-10 p.m. $2, $1 for po-

ets reading. 442-6035.
¢ CenterArts presensts its Fall

feature arts and crafts, a variety

R&B. Tickets are$16 general, $12

35

ion. 18.1086 _ BD

Crafts Fair, the week of Sept.
30-Oct. 4 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
daily, on the Quad. The fair will

Grab Bag

Sept. 28 at 8 p.m. The group's
musical style .

sical, bluegrass, rock,

of two

friends who think they know each
other, will be at Gist Hall, Sept.
26-28. Ticket
are $3.50
s general,
$2.50 for students and seniors are
free. 826-5493.

Friday at 8 p.m. Tickets are $17

MAZDASTOYOTA

OOO

meemwewewmemwewmepmpg@—sSS

Wite Lermeloorjaeds

be

Road. 822-8184.

of foods and live entertain-

Town Hall
Meetings

Workshops
¢ Lost in cyberspace?
Internet drop-ins every Thursday noon-1 p.m. in the Siemens
Hall 118 Computer Lab and
electronic tutorials every Monday 8:30-9 a.m. or 9-9:30 a.m.

¢ Arcata City Council meeting
tonight in the Council Chambers
at City Hallat 7:30 p.m. 822-5951.
¢ Associated Student Council
meeting Monday at 6:30 p.m. 8264221. Special presentation by
Campus Coordinator Wayne
Perryman about a new one-card
CSU/HSU I.D.
¢ Humboldt County Board of
Supervisors meeting Tuesday at
9 a.m. at 825 Fifth St. Eureka.
445-7509.
° Blue Lake City Council meeting Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at 111
Greenwood Rd. 668-5655. Meeting has been canceled
until Oct. 1.
It will be a joint meeting between
the City Planning Commision and
the City Council.
¢ Town Hall Meeting Sept. 25

with Martha Johansen; meet at

the Library Information desk or
every Thursday 4-5 p.m. with
Sharon Chadwick in Library
207.
¢ Humboldt Child Care
Council is having a workshop
Thursday for those interested in
starting a licensed family day

care business, from 9 a.m. to
noon, at 134 D St. Eureka. 444-

8293.
¢ Debate about sexual morality in Americ
life an
between
HSU faculty and Christia
clergy
n
Friday, 6-9 p.m. in Founders
Hall 118; Saturday, 9:30 a.m.5:30 p.m. Founders Hall room
118 and Sunday 2-5 p.m. at the

Arcata First
ist Church.
One unit of academic credit can

in the Kate Buchannan Room from

3-4:30 p.m. for an open forum on
administration’s proposal to

change HSU to a trimester
for-

am ‘
eVery Competitive Rates
ePacking Boxes and
Shipping Supplies

eSqeaky Clean
eFriendly Staff
eControlled Access
eEvery Space Alarmed

180 F Street « Arcata « CA |
822-2200
(800) 655-0522
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OPEN EVERY DAY
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